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John Wesley Taylor V

t is an intriguing story found in 1 Kings 3. “at Gibeon the
tice that the Queen of sheba came to the school because she
lord appeared to solomon in a dream by night. and God
had heard that something remarkable was taking place, somesaid, ‘ask! What shall i give you?’”1
thing that placed God in a position of honor. When she arrived,
as an educator, what would you do with a blank check?
however, she did not simply accept matters at face value. she
Would you ask for a new building? for more students? for
asked probing questions, and the leaders of the school were
needed faculty? for a large endowment? What would you reable to share with her the reason for each aspect of the program.
quest?
as a result, the Queen of sheba “was overwhelmed,” ensolomon said: “‘Give to Your servant an understanding
thralled with what she was experiencing. What was it that so
heart to judge Your people, that i may discern between good
impressed her? “she was amazed at the food on his tables,
and evil.’”
the organization of his ofWhat do you think? Was
ﬁcials and their splendid
it a good choice?
clothing, the cup-bearers,
scripture records that
and the burnt offerings sol“the speech pleased the
omon made at the Temple of
lord.” God was evidently
the lord.”
impressed and said to solit may be instructive to
omon: “‘Because you have
highlight the ﬁve aspects that
not asked long life for yourwere most prominent. first,
self, nor have asked riches
she noticed the diet. The food
for yourself, nor have asked
served at the school was difthe life of your enemies, but
ferent from that provided in
have asked for yourself unthe schools with which she
Priorities in Adventist
derstanding to discern juswas familiar. next, she obtice, behold, i have done acserved the manner in which
Education
cording to your words; see,
the school was organized,
i have given you a wise and
noting an orderly approach in
understanding heart. . . .
the delegation of authority
and i have also given you
and responsibility. Third, she
what you have not asked:
was impressed with the disboth riches and honor. . . .
tinctive and yet attractive way
if you walk in My ways, to
in which those at the school
keep My statutes and My commandments . . . then i will
were dressed. her attention then turned to the cupbearers. she
lengthen your days.’”
noticed that the staff were faithful, trustworthy, and committed
did solomon’s choice make a difference? did his priorities
to service. finally, she was amazed with the spiritual ethos of
yield tangible results?
the school, the manner in which the worship of God was conconsider the experience of a visitor to solomon’s kingdom.
ducted throughout the educational program.
“When the queen of sheba heard of solomon’s fame, which
after reviewing the school, what did the Queen conclude?
brought honor to the name of the lord, she came to test him
“‘everything i heard in my country about your achievements
with hard questions. When she met with solomon, . . . .
and wisdom is true!’” she announced. “‘i didn’t believe what
solomon had answers for all her questions; nothing was too
was said until i arrived here and saw it with my own eyes. in
hard for the king to explain to her.”2
fact, i had not heard the half of it!’” Then she added: “‘how
if we place this incident in the context of education, we nohappy your people [your students] must be! What a privilege

I

BECOMING
THE HEAD
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for your ofﬁcials [your teachers] to stand here day after day!’”
What were the results of this assessment? The Queen of
sheba exclaimed: “‘Praise the lord your God, who delights
in you and has placed you on the throne.’” The most important
outcome is that the success of the school is attributed to the
blessing of God. But there was more. “Then she gave the king
a gift of 9,000 pounds of gold, great quantities of spices, and
precious jewels.” The school receives a major gift, an indication
of the appreciation and conﬁdence that she has in the school.
The reputation of the school continued to extend worldwide. “so King solomon became richer and wiser than any
other king on earth. People from every nation came to consult
him and to hear the wisdom God had given him.”
in seventh-day adventist education, we have a favorite passage: “The lord will make you the head and not the tail.”3
as educators, we want our institutions to be the head. But
what does this mean, and what is the condition of attainment?
To understand the meaning of this passage, we should note
the following phrase: “You shall be above only, and not beneath.” To be the head, then, means that we will be successful, superior in every essential aspect. But how will we deﬁne
success? Will the criteria be newly updated facilities, optimum
enrollment, highly qualiﬁed faculty, better funding?
The more important question is, how does God deﬁne success? ellen White wrote: “increasing numbers in your college
is no evidence that your labors are being crowned with success. it is the strength of moral power increasing and pervading the college that testiﬁes of its prosperity.”4 later she would
add, “What is needed to give success? a large, expensive
building? if so, we cannot have success. But this does not give
success. it is the atmosphere of grace which surrounds the
soul of the believer, the holy spirit working upon mind and
heart, which makes him a savor of life unto life and enables
God to bless his work.”5
aren’t growing enrollments, balanced budgets, and representative facilities important indicators of success? While
these have their place, the evidence of success in God’s perspective is found in “the strength of moral power” and “the
atmosphere of grace.” indeed, when God established a school
in eden, a school which was to be “a model for human beings
throughout all time,”6 enrollment was two and the buildings
were none. What made the difference? God was the teacher.
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What, then, is the condition of authentic success in our
schools, colleges, and universities? The ﬁnal part of the verse
points to the answer: “The lord will make you the head . . .
if you heed the commandments of the lord your God, and
are careful to observe them.” To state it another way: “seek
ﬁrst the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all these
things shall be added to you.”7 or as God said to solomon,
“if you walk in My ways, to keep My statutes and My commandments.”8
as solomon discovered, priorities matter. our points of reference are not secular educational institutions. our benchmark is the Word of God. our overarching goal is not to be
successful. our purpose is to be faithful. Because when we
are faithful to the divine plan, we are then truly successful.
ellen White reminds us: “as our work has extended and
institutions have multiplied, God’s purpose in their establishment remains the same. The conditions of prosperity are unchanged.”9 “With us, as with israel of old, success in education depends on ﬁdelity in carrying out the creator’s plan.”10
Perhaps the old Testament prophet, Zechariah, sums it
best. “‘not by might, nor by power; but by my spirit,’ says
the lord of hosts.”11
NOTES AND REFERENCES
1. These passages are taken from 1 Kings 3:5-14. all passages quoted
are from The holy Bible, new King James version (nKJv). copyright ©
1982 by Thomas nelson, inc. all rights reserved.
2. These passages are excerpts from 1 Kings 10:1-24.
3. deuteronomy 28:13.
4. Manuscript 2, 1881. see also Testimonies for the Church, volume
6, page 143: “To lower the standard in order to secure popularity and
an increase of numbers, and then to make this increase a cause of rejoicing, shows great blindness. if numbers were an evidence of success,
satan might claim the pre-eminence; for in this world his followers are
largely in the majority. it is the degree of moral power pervading a
school that is a test of its prosperity.”
5. Manuscript 85, 1899.
6. ellen G. White, True Education: An Adaptation of Education
(nampa, idaho: Paciﬁc Press Publ. assn. 2000), 14.
7. Matthew 6:33.
8. 1 Kings 3:14.
9. Testimonies for the Church, vol. 6, p. 224.
10. Education, p. 34.
11. Zechariah 4:6.
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Education
for What?
Thoughts on the
Purpose and Identity of
Adventist Education

othing can be more important in a free society than
the clear statement of goals
for education.”1 so wrote
Millicent Mcintosh in the
ﬁrst sentence of her booklet Education
for What?

“N

The Crucial Role of Education
“education for What?” is directly
related to the question of “Why have
adventist schools?” and certainly, we
as adventist educators can and should
paraphrase dr. Mcintosh to read
“nothing can be more important in an
Adventist society than the clear statement of goals for education.”2
ellen White would certainly agree

B Y
6

with that statement. in Counsels to
Teachers, she wrote that “by a misconception of the true nature and object
of education, many have been led into
serious and even fatal errors.” and
here she means fatal not merely for
this earth but eternally fatal. ellen
White goes on to note that “such a
mistake is made when the regulation
of the heart or the establishment of
principles is neglected in the effort to
secure intellectual culture, or when
eternal interests are overlooked in the
eager desire for temporal advantage.”3
again, she wrote, “the necessity of
establishing christian schools is urged
upon me very strongly. in the schools
of to-day many things are taught that
are a hindrance rather than a blessing.
schools are needed where the word of

G E O R G E
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God is made the basis of education.
satan is the great enemy of God, and
it is his constant aim to lead souls
away from their allegiance to the King
of heaven. he would have minds so
trained that men and women will
exert their inﬂuence on the side of
error and moral corruption instead of
using their talents in the service of
God. his object is effectually gained,
when by perverting their ideas of education, he succeeds in enlisting parents and teachers on his side; for a
wrong education often starts the mind
on the road to inﬁdelity.”4
from ellen White’s perspective, dr.
Mcintosh was absolutely correct when

K N I G H T
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she highlighted the fact that nothing is
more important “than the clear statement of goals for education.” secularists around the world down through
history have also been in agreement.
as a result, George s. counts has written that “to shape educational policy is
to guard the path that leads from the
present to the future. . . . Throughout
the centuries since special educational
agencies were ﬁrst established, the
strategic position of the school has
been appreciated by kings, emperors,
and popes, by rebels, reformers, and
prophets. hence, among those opposing forces found in all complex societies, a struggle for the control of the
school is always evident. every group
or sect endeavors to pass on to its own
children and to the children of others
that culture which it happens to esteem; and every privileged class seeks
to perpetuate its favored position in society by means of education.”5
in another connection, counts observed in discussing the challenge of
soviet education that the failure of
revolutions has been a record of the
failure to bring education into the
service of the revolutionary cause.
revolutionary bodies will possess no
more permanence, he pointed out,
than the small bands of idealists who
conceived them if the children of the
next generation cannot be persuaded
to leave the footsteps of their parents.
as a result, the history of the soviets,
Germany’s nazi Party, and other successful revolutionary movements has
demonstrated that one of the ﬁrst
measures taken by revolutionary governments is to place all educational
agencies under the direct control of
the state and to give the schools a central hand in building the new society.6
The same might also be said of the
heirs of democratic revolutions or even
of religious movements. Thus, we ﬁnd
the rise of vernacular education as an
integral part of the lutheran reformation. after all, individuals needed to be
able to read the all-important Bible for
themselves if they were to maintain
their faith independent of an inﬂuential priesthood. in a similar vein, one
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of the ﬁrst moves of the Puritans after
their arrival in the wilderness of north
america was to found harvard college
in 1636. They realized that their mission was doomed without both civil
and religious leaders educated in biblical principles.
early adventists were inspired by
similar insights. Thus, it was no accident that ellen White framed her educational thought within the context of
the great controversy struggle between
christ and satan and their respective
principles. The greatest of all the
world’s culture wars is for the minds
and hearts of the coming generations.
and the epicenter of the struggle is for
the control of schooling; control of the
institution that has so much to do
with shaping minds and hearts, goals
and aspirations, values, and direction.
and at this point, i should note
that biblical christianity is in a very
real sense a revolutionary movement.
But as such, it is not out to control the
kingdoms of this world but to put an
end to the current confusion and
usher in the fullness of christ’s kingdom at his second advent. in that
sense, christianity in general and adventism in particular is a revolutionary
force of the ﬁrst order.7 Thus, the importance of a clear understanding of
the goals of adventist education; of
the questions of “Why have adventist
schools?” and “education for What?”
That thought leads us to the discussion of the aims and goals of adventist
education, the identity of adventist
education.

Aspect No. 1 of Adventist
Educational Identity—the General
certainly, one aim of adventist education is the development of young
people intellectually, socially, and professionally. ellen White, for one, was
clear on those goals. as a result, she
wrote in 1891 that “it is right that you
should feel that you must climb to the
highest round of the educational ladder. Philosophy and history are important studies.”8

and in the face of misunderstandings of her counsel on “speedy preparation,” ellen White penned that “no
movement should be made to lower
the standard of education in our
school at Battle creek. The students
should tax the mental powers; every
faculty should reach the highest possible development.”9 and regarding Battle creek college as an institution, she
urged the school to “reach a higher
standard of intellectual and moral culture than any other institution of the
kind in our land.”10 she had no doubt
on the importance of “the highest culture of the mind” and the fact that ignorance was not a christian virtue.11
similar statements can be found in
ellen White’s writings on the necessity
of preparing students for the world of
work. and she did not merely mean
work with a person’s hands as he or
she prepared for careers in agriculture
or the trades. To the contrary, she
urged the upgrading of adventist education to prepare individuals for the
professions. Thus, she recommended
that the education to be given at the
ﬂedgling institution at loma linda
should be of “the highest order” and
that the youth studying there were to
be given “a medical education that
will enable them to pass the examinations required by law.”12 That meant
that adventist colleges and secondary
schools must also aim at preparing
students to meet the legal standards.13
and what she noted about the medical
ﬁeld extends to the other professions.
There is not the slightest doubt that
ellen White held that adventist
schools should prepare young people
to succeed in this earthly life by developing them mentally, socially, physically, and vocationally. Those areas of
education are an essential part of the
identity of seventh-day adventist
schooling.
But if we only accomplish those
goals, there is really no need for adventist schools. after all, those are the
aims of the public schools, and they
often do an excellent job of preparing
people academically, socially, physi-
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cally, and vocationally. if those are the
only goals we achieve or even aim at
as seventh-day adventist educators,
we might as well save our money and
put it to a better use. That conclusion
brings us to the second aspect of adventist educational identity.

Aspect No. 2 of Adventist
Educational Identity—the Spiritual
The book Education in its ﬁrst
chapter sets forth what is in many
ways the heart of adventist education.
in the ﬁrst paragraph, we read that
“our ideas of education take too narrow and too low a range.” such is true
when we as adventist educators aim
only or primarily at the tasks that
form the goals of secular or public education.
“There is,” we read on, “need of a
broader scope, a higher aim. True education means more than the pursual of
a certain course of study. it means
more than a preparation for the life
that now is. it has to do with the
whole being, and with the whole period of existence possible to man. it is
the harmonious development of the
physical, the mental, and the spiritual
powers. it prepares the student for
the joy of service in this world and for
the higher joy of wider service in the
world to come.”14
There are several key words in that
paragraph. The ﬁrst centers on “true”
education, which transcends the goals
of secular education. True education
also has a “higher aim” than merely
preparing people to be good and productive citizens of chile, Korea, Germany, nigeria, or the united states.
The second key word is whole, a
word she uses with two dimensions.
first, adventist education must emphasize the “whole” or entire period
of human existence. Thus, it is not
merely focused on helping students
learn how to earn a living or on becoming cultured by the standards of
the present world. Those aims may be
worthy and important, but they are

8

not sufﬁcient. The realm of eternity
and preparation for it must also come
under the purview of any adventist
education worthy of church support.
on the other hand, some pious but
misdirected individuals might be
tempted to make heaven the focus of
education while neglecting the present
realm and preparation for the world of
work and participation in human society. ellen White asserted that neither
extreme is correct. rather, preparation
for both the earthly and the eternal
worlds must be included in adventist
education and placed in proper relationship to each other. The book Fundamentals of Christian Education
catches that balance when it highlights the fact that while students
should aim at the “highest round of
the educational ladder” intellectually,
“unless the knowledge of science is a
steppingstone to the attainment of the
highest purposes, it is worthless. The
education that does not furnish
knowledge as enduring as eternity, is
of no purpose.”15
The second aspect of wholeness in
the book Education’s opening paragraph is the imperative to develop the
entire person. secular education
leaves out the spiritual aspect. But adventist education must aim at developing all aspects of human beings, including the spiritual as well as the
intellectual, the physical, the social,
and the vocational. in short, the goal
of adventist education is to develop
whole persons for the whole period of
existence open to them in both this
world and the world to come. in that
sense, it transcends the possibilities of
secular education, as well as many
forms of christian education, and, unfortunately, even some so-called adventist education.
one other key word in Education’s
opening paragraph is service (“the joy
of service in this world and . . . the
higher joy of wider service in the
world to come”). it should be noted
that the centrality of service is not
only featured in the book’s ﬁrst page,
but also on the last, which points out:
“in our life here, earthly, sin-restricted
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though it is, the greatest joy and the
highest education are in service. and
in the future state, untrammeled by
the limitations of sinful humanity, it is
in service that our greatest joy and our
highest education will be found.”16
That emphasis on service should
come as no surprise to any reader of
the Bible. Jesus more than once told
his disciples that the very essence of
christian character was love for and
service to others. such characteristics,
of course, are not natural human
traits. “normal” people are more concerned with their own needs and
being served than they are in a life of
service to others. The christian alternative outlook and set of values does
not come about naturally. rather, the
Bible speaks of it as a transformation
of the mind and heart (romans 12:2).
and Paul appeals to us to let christ’s
mind be our mind, pointing out that
even though christ was God, he came
as a servant (Philippians 2:5-7).
if the ﬁrst page in the book Education makes room for adventist education in the pedagogical world by adding in “the spiritual” and preparing
for the “whole” period of human existence, it is the book’s second page that
begins to move beyond generalities
and to focus on what she meant by
those ideas.
speciﬁcally, ellen White points out
that if educators really want to understand the primary purpose of education, they need to understand four
things. as she puts it, “in order to understand what is comprehended in the
work of education, we need to consider both [1] the nature of man and
[2] the purpose of God in creating
him. We need to consider also [3] the
change in man’s condition through the
coming in of a knowledge of evil, and
[4] God’s plan for still fulﬁlling his
glorious purpose in the education of
the human race.”17
she ﬂeshes out the core of her philosophy of education by reﬁning those
four points in the next few paragraphs. first, in reﬂecting upon
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GOOD
Ellen White describes each
person’s life as the scene of a microcosmic great controversy between good
and evil, and every human being as having
not only “a desire for goodness” but
also a “bent to evil.”

EVIL
human nature, she emphasizes that
adam was created in the image of
God—physically, mentally, and spiritually. second, she highlights the purpose of God in creating human beings
as one of their constant growth so that
they would ever “more fully reﬂect the
glory of the creator.” To that end, God
endowed human beings with capacities that were capable of almost inﬁnite development.
“But,” thirdly, she notes in discussing the entrance of sin, “by disobedience this was forfeited. Through
sin the divine likeness was marred,
and well-nigh obliterated. Man’s physical powers were weakened, his mental capacity was lessened, his spiritual
vision dimmed.”
While those three points are foundational to ellen White’s philosophy
of education, it is her fourth and last
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point that is absolutely crucial and
that fully expresses the primary purpose of education. she writes that,
in spite of its rebellion and fall,
“the race was not left without hope.
By inﬁnite love and mercy the plan
of salvation had been devised, and
a life of probation was granted. To
restore in man the image of his
Maker, to bring him back to the perfection in which he was created, to
promote the development of body,
mind, and soul, that the divine purpose in his creation might be realized—this was to be the work of redemption. This is the object of
education, the great object of life.”18
ellen White returns to that theme
in the fourth chapter of Education,
where she describes each person’s

life as the scene of a microcosmic
great controversy between good and
evil, and every human being as having
not only “a desire for goodness” but
also a “bent to evil.” Building upon
her earlier insight that God’s image is
not totally obliterated in fallen humanity, she notes that every human being
“receives some ray of divine light. not
only intellectual but spiritual power, a
perception of right, a desire for goodness, exists in every heart. But against
these principles there is struggling an
antagonistic power.” as the heritage of
the edenic fall, there is within each
person’s nature an evil force which
“unaided, he cannot resist. To withstand this force, to attain that ideal
which in his inmost soul he accepts as
alone worthy, he can ﬁnd help in but
one power. That power is christ. cooperation with that power is man’s
greatest need. in all educational effort
should not this co-operation be the
highest aim?”19
on the next page, she develops this
point a bit more, writing that “in the
highest sense the work of education
and the work of redemption are one,
for in education, as in redemption,
‘other foundation can no man lay than
that is laid, which is christ Jesus.’ . . .
To aid the student in comprehending
these principles, and in entering into
that relation with christ which will
make them a controlling power in the
life, should be the teacher’s ﬁrst effort
and his constant aim. The teacher
who accepts this aim is in truth a coworker with christ, a laborer together
with God.”20 although she had no formal training as a philosopher, ellen
White hit the pivot point of educational philosophy when she placed the
human problem of sin at the very center of the educational enterprise.
The redemptive role of education
has many implications for the adventist school. not only must the school introduce its students to Jesus, but also it
must endeavor to get them to follow
him in their daily lives as they interact
with others in their community.
The redemptive role of adventist
education also transforms the role of
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the teacher from one who transmits
information and skills to one who is
essentially a minister or pastor to his
or her students. from a christian perspective, it is of interest that the new
Testament does not differentiate between the roles of pastors and teachers. rather, it pictures them as a uniﬁed calling. Thus, in ephesians 4:11,
Paul writes that “some should be
apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, some pastors and teachers”
(rsv).21 The apostle in that passage
uses a Greek construction that indicates that the same person holds the
combined ofﬁce of pastor and teacher.
it is true that in today’s job market,
the role of pastor has been separated
from that of teacher, but it is a fact
that every pastor must be “an apt
teacher” (1 Timothy 3:2, rsv), and
every teacher is a pastor to his or her
students in ministering to them day
after day in the classroom. That conclusion, it should be noted, has massive implications for adventist educational administrators as they select
new teachers in the hiring process.
suddenly, we realize that academic
qualiﬁcations are not the only ones
that are important. in fact, academic
qualiﬁcations must take second place
to the spiritual aspects of a teacher’s
life if adventist schools are to accomplish their most important purpose.
after all, if we are successful in cramming students’ heads full of knowledge and preparing them for the world
of work but fail in giving them a genuine opportunity to accept christ and
walk with him, we have not failed
partially but totally.
Teaching young people is not only
a pastoral function but also one of the
most effective forms of ministry, since
it reaches the entire population while
at its most impressionable age. reformer Martin luther recognized that
fact when he wrote that “if i had to
give up preaching and my other duties, there is no ofﬁce i would rather
have than that of school-teacher. for i
know that next to the [pastoral] min-

Reformer Martin Luther wrote that “if I had to give up preaching
and my other duties, there is no office I would rather have than
that of school-teacher. For I know that next to the [pastoral] ministry it is the most useful, greatest, and best; and I am not sure
which of the two is to be preferred. For it is hard to make old dogs
docile and old rogues pious, yet that is what the ministry works
at, and must work at, in great part, in vain; but young trees . . .
are more easily bent and trained. Therefore let it be considered
one of the highest virtues on earth faithfully to train the children
of others, which duty but very few parents attend to themselves.”

istry it is the most useful, greatest,
and best; and i am not sure which of
the two is to be preferred. for it is
hard to make old dogs docile and old
rogues pious, yet that is what the ministry works at, and must work at, in
great part, in vain; but young trees . . .
are more easily bent and trained.
Therefore let it be considered one of
the highest virtues on earth faithfully
to train the children of others, which
duty but very few parents attend to
themselves.”22 The clearest and fullest
integration of the gift of teacher-pastor
appeared in the ministry of christ.
one of the terms by which people
most addressed him was “Master.”
The actual meaning of the Greek word
is “Teacher.”
The spiritual and redemptive aspect
of adventist educational identity will
also make a major impact on the
school’s curriculum; especially in
terms of the centrality of the Bible and
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its worldview. according to ellen
White, “the science of redemption is
the science of all sciences,” and the
Bible is “the Book of books.”23 only
an understanding of that “science”
and that “Book” makes everything
else meaningful in the fullest sense.
viewed in the light of “the grand central thought” of the Bible, ellen White
points out, “every topic has a new signiﬁcance.”24 every student, she noted
in another connection, should gain a
knowledge of the Bible’s “grand central theme, of God’s original purpose
for the world, of the rise of the great
controversy, and of the work of redemption. he should understand the
nature of the two principles that are
contending for supremacy, and should
learn to trace their working through
the records of history and prophecy, to
the great consummation. he should
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see how this controversy enters into
every phase of human experience;
how in every act of life he himself reveals the one or the other of the two
antagonistic motives; and how,
whether he will or not, he is even now
deciding upon which side of the controversy he will be found.”25
in such passages as those cited
above, ellen White not only highlights
the all-important place of the Bible in
the adventist curriculum, but also sets
the stage for what we have come to
think of as the integration of faith and
learning—a topic that has seen massive emphasis in adventism in the last
three decades through the efforts of
George akers and humberto rasi.
We could go on and on about the
implications of the redemptive or spiritual aspect for adventist educational
identity, but, to put it brieﬂy, the implications of the spiritual must shape
and reshape every part of the school
program, including our practice of the
so-called extracurricular and social
parts of the school program.
But, for the sake of argument, let
us say that a particular adventist
school did provide the highest intellectual and vocational education, that it
did introduce young people to Jesus as
lord and savior, that it did place the
Bible at the center of education, that it
did integrate every academic ﬁeld and
every school activity into the biblical
worldview. still, i would argue, it has
fallen short if that is all it has accomplished. after all, those are functions
that every evangelical christian school
should be accomplishing. and if we
only manage to accomplish what
other christian schools are already
doing, then there is no pressing justiﬁcation for duplicating their activities in
yet one more christian school.
That conclusion brings me to the
third aspect of adventist educational
identity.

Aspect No. 3 of Adventist
Educational Identity—The Apocalyptic
The third aspect of adventist educational identity relates to its grasp of
the denomination’s apocalyptic under-
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standing and the implications of that
understanding for worldwide mission
and the second advent. here we need
to remember that seventh-day adventism has never seen itself as merely
another denomination. rather, from
its very inception, it has viewed itself
as a movement of prophecy with a
mission to all the world.
That apocalyptic/missiological understanding is based on certain passages in the heart of the biblical books
of daniel and revelation. especially
important in that understanding are
the following:
• revelation 10 with its portrayal of
the bitter disappointment after the
Book of daniel had been unsealed.
Particularly important in revelation 10
is verse 11, with its prediction that the
disappointed ones would preach a
message of prophecy again to “‘many
peoples and nations and tongues and
kings’” (rsv).
• revelation 11:19 with its portrayal
of the opening of the Most holy Place
at the end of time and the revealing of
the ark of the covenant.
• revelation 12:17 with its exposition of the contents of the ark of the
covenant to the world at the end of
time and especially the fact that God
would have a commandment-keeping
people at the end of earth’s history.
• and especially revelation 14:612, with its highlighting of the preaching of the three angels immediately
preceding the second advent in verses
14–20. here the early adventists found
a worldwide commission to preach a
special message “to every nation and
tribe and tongue and people” (rsv).
included in that message were admonitions regarding the presentation of
the full gospel message, the time of
the judgment, the need to worship the
creator-God of the sabbath, and once
again the fact that at the end of time
God would have a people who keep
all his commandments.
revelation 14 with its command to

preach its message to the entire world
has become central to adventist selfunderstanding. early seventh-day adventists began to think of themselves as
the people preaching the three angels’
messages. and rightly so. of the ﬁve
great gospel commissions in the new
Testament, the ones in Matthew 28:19,
20; Matthew 24:14; and acts 1:8 have
been accepted by the church in general.
But the ones in revelation 10:11 and
14:6 have been largely neglected by all
but seventh-day adventists.
adventism’s unique task became to
preach God’s end-time apocalyptic
message to all the world. That understanding has led generations of adventist young people to give their lives
in obscure mission ﬁelds and has
prompted older church members to
sacriﬁce not only the nearness of their
children but also their ﬁnancial means
to fulﬁll the prophetic imperative in
the apocalypse of John.
adventism at its best and healthiest
has linked its apocalyptic mission with
education.26 it is no accident that the
establishment of its ﬁrst college and
the sending of its ﬁrst ofﬁcial foreign
missionary both took place in 1874.
and it is no accident that the needs of
the apocalyptic mission to every nation and people and tongue that fueled
the rise of adventist education in the
1870s also led to the virtual explosion
in the denomination’s schooling in the
1890s. The statistics are informative.
While the denomination had two
schools in 1880 and 16 in 1890, it rapidly expanded to 245 in 1900, more
than 600 in 1910, and 2,178 by 1930.27
What is important here is that the
growth in adventist mission shows exactly the same growth curve as that
for education. The year 1880 found
eight missions outside of north america with ﬁve evangelistic workers. Ten
years later, there were still eight missions with some 56 workers. But by
1900, the number of missions had
risen to 42 and the number of workers
to 481. as with education, we are
looking at a growth curve that goes
nearly straight up beginning in the
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1890s. The year 1930 found adventism with 270 missions being operated
by 8,479 evangelistic workers outside
of north america.
Both the birth and the expansion of
seventh-day adventist education were
stimulated by the explosive fuel of
apocalyptic mission as the denomination sought to educate the coming
generation of young people not only
about that apocalyptic mission but
also to dedicate their lives to it.
Thus, the health of adventist education has been historically tied to a
self-conscious realization of apocalyptic mission. it is the apocalyptic vision
that has made adventism a dynamic,
worldwide movement. When that vision is lost, adventism will become
merely another toothless denomination. The losing of the apocalyptic
vision and adventism’s place in
prophetic history is the greatest threat
that adventism and its educational
system face in the 21st century.28
When that apocalyptic understanding has been lost sight of, it is not surprising to ﬁnd increasing numbers of
parents sending their children to other
christian schools or even to public institutions.29 adventist education that
has lost the apocalyptic vision is no
longer truly adventist. And Adventist
education is important only if it is
truly Adventist. if it’s not, it might be
seen as an alternative to other systems
of education, but not necessarily an
important one, and certainly not one
worthy of much ﬁnancial sacriﬁce.

Conclusion
“education for What?” “Why have
adventist schools?” The short answer
is that at their best, they are unique
institutions that ﬁll a special place in
the great end-time controversy between christ and satan. as such,
• they not only prepare students for
life in this world academically, vocationally, and socially;
• they not only introduce young
people to Jesus as lord and savior
and help them understand the Bible

and its implications for all knowledge
and life;
• but they also inspire the coming
generation with an understanding of
God’s end-time apocalyptic vision that
leads them to dedicate their lives to
that vision and the advent of their lord.
adventist educational identity and
mission are healthy only when all three
of those factors are evident and in
proper relationship. neglect one of
them, and the system and its institutions
are less than adventist education. ✐
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Schools
of the Bible:
Contours of
the Divine Plan
for Education

oes God have a plan for education? if so, might the
educational programs he has established throughout the Bible communicate essential features of this
model? Paul wrote that God’s interactions with his
people serve “as examples . . . for us, on whom the
culmination of the ages has come.”1 accordingly, it seems that
the schools of the Bible could provide us with clarifying contours of a divine plan for education.
The intent of this article is to take a sola Scriptura position
and directly research the schools of scripture,2 of which at
least 10 are documented—ﬁve in the old Testament and ﬁve
in the new Testament. in each, we will examine key elements
of education, including educational purpose, setting, teacher
and student characteristics, curriculum, methods, learning activities, and outcomes. finally, we will endeavor to identify
shared themes and patterns in these examples, which may
then serve as a framework for practice as we endeavor to carry
out christian education in contemporary settings.
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The Eden School: An Experiential Classroom
in the beginning, God created a suitable setting for an educational program—an outdoor classroom that incorporated
aesthetic elements.3 in the eden school, God was the teacher,
interacting personally with his students, providing guidance,
and clarifying consequences.4
The curriculum included the study of God’s creation,
with nature as the textbook.5 it also incorporated manual
labor, principles of diet, and an understanding of divine expectations.6 Teaching methods focused on high-level thinking. as soon as adam was created, God assigned him the
cognitive task of naming the animals, which called for creative thinking.7 With the creation of eve, learning became
collaborative.8
The ﬁrst students were given responsibility. They were to
manage the earth—developing the garden, caring for its creatures, and using its resources wisely.9 The educational program included assessment.10 a point of evaluation, the tree of
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the knowledge of good and evil, was placed in the garden and
the students were given the power of choice. Tragically, eve
and adam distrusted God’s goodness and his authority.11 They
tried to gain knowledge apart from him.12 consequently, they
failed the test and were dropped from the program.
God, however, did not abandon the students in the eden
school. rather, he reached out to them, asking them a series
of reﬂective questions.13 in the midst of despair, he provided
them with hope.14 as adam and eve left eden,15 their Teacher
helped them set up another school.

served to preserve the worship of God across generations. unfortunately, that came to be the case less frequently, particularly during the period of egyptian slavery. a remedial program was needed.

The School of the Desert: An Intensive, Remedial Program
When God brought his people out of egypt, he established
a school. This system of mass education began when God instructed parents to gather their children into their homes so
that they would not perish.39 God created the school so that
students might get to know him, develop faith in him, and
The School of the Patriarchs: A Family-based School
worship him.40
The school of the patriarchs was a family school. abraham,
The school of the desert was well organized. Moses
for example, provided instruction regarding a God-centered code
served as leader and head teacher,41 while other individuals,
of conduct to his children and the members of his extended
such as aaron, Bezalel, Miriam, and oholiab, functioned as
family.16 The purpose of the school was to
assistants.42 These instructors were
promote loyalty to God and to serve as a
chosen by God, ﬁlled with his
bulwark against idolatry.17 The ultimate
spirit, and provided with skills.43
aim was that individuals might experience
especially consecrated for their
The educational program
salvation.18
work,44 they were to be God’s repThe teachers in the school of the patriresentatives.45 They were to be
incorporated the transmis19
archs were men and women of faith, the
characterized by humility, modresult of a personal relationship with
esty, and a teachable spirit, serving
sion of values, including
God.20 God, in turn, communicated dias role models for their students.46
rectly with the instructors,21 who were
Parents were also to participate in
honesty, fairness, respect,
heaven-focused22 and endeavored to folthe instruction of their children.47
23
low the divine instructions. These inThe school had a large and dicompassion, and generosity.
structors did not shrink from reproving
verse student population.48 alwickedness or clarifying ethical conduct.24
though primarily comprised of
The curriculum also ina key role of the teachers, however, was
israelites, the student body also inalso found in their function as peacemakcluded a “mixed multitude” from
cluded health and hygiene,
ers.25 Teachers were sensitive to the needs
among the egyptians.49 initially, the
26
of the students. They interceded for their
students promised that they would
specific instruction on diet,
students and assured them of divine guidfollow God’s instruction and the
ance in their lives.27
rules
of the school.50 shortly thereand principles of attire.
The program of studies included the
after, however, under the leadership
principles of morality, and the developof an assistant teacher, they rement of key dispositions, such as kindturned to worshipping a pagan
ness, courtesy, generosity, and hospitality.28 it involved expegod.51 The students also grumbled and complained—quite frerience in practical occupations and the development of a work
quently, in fact—about the school leadership, the setting, the
ethic.29 other components of the curriculum included princicurriculum, their diet, their assignments, and the long years
ples of nutrition,30 the importance of service,31 and the necesof study.52 despite these failings, God granted the students
32
sity of prayer.
continued evidences of his protection and love.53
learning activities included worship and allocating time for
The program of studies centered on the sanctuary—an expereﬂection and communion with God.33 students were given
riential, multimedia curriculum intended to reveal the plan of
responsibility and the opportunity to exercise the power of
salvation.54 at the heart of the tabernacle was the ark of the
34
35
choice. evaluation took place for both students and teachers.
covenant containing God’s visible presence and his law.55 in
The products of the patriarchal school were illustrious.
essence, God and his Word were at the center of the curriculum.
Joseph, who at ﬁrst seemed only a spoiled favorite son, soon
The educational program incorporated the transmission of
gave evidence of ethical character and rose to positions of revalues, including honesty, fairness, respect, compassion, and
sponsibility.36 similarly, although the time Moses spent in the
generosity.56 The curriculum also included health and hypatriarchal school was brief, it provided the foundation of his
giene,57 speciﬁc instruction on diet,58 and principles of attire.59
37
success. There he developed his commitment to God and to
students learned the importance of the sabbath and of
his cause.38
tithing.60 They were to recognize their relationship to leaderThe school of the patriarchs, when fully implemented,
ship,61 as well as to respect limits and to make restitution for
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wrongs.62 fundamentally, students were to learn about God,
understanding his expectations, and developing trust in
him.63
in addition to the sanctuary, instructional materials included concrete objects and visual imagery.64 at times, for
example, the teacher would create a physical memorial to
commemorate signiﬁcant events.65 learning activities included music,66 ﬁeld research,67 and the development of
manual skills.68 students were frequently involved in worship
experiences.69
at various points, evaluation took place.70 While there were
stellar students such as caleb and Joshua, the results overall
were disappointing. slowly, however, a corporate understanding began to emerge as to the nature of God and of their relationship to him.71 after 40 years, the students of the desert
school, or rather, their children and grandchildren, graduated
from the remedial program and were ready to enter the school
of canaan.72

The School of Canaan: Community-based Education
Before the israelites entered canaan,73 God gave special
instructions regarding the educational program that they
were to establish, as described in deuteronomy 6:4-9.74 a
number of key concepts are highlighted: (1) God is the center of the educational program75; (2) The educational dynamic is love; the scope is comprehensive76; (3) The words
of God form the core curriculum, but these must be internalized ﬁrst in the life of the teacher77; (4) The instructional
process requires intentionality and integrates theory and
practice78; (5) God’s words must guide a whole-person development—encompassing physical, intellectual, spiritual,
and social dimensions.79
The school was community based. some instruction took
place in the home.80 another principal setting was at the sanctuary, particularly during the religious feasts, when special instruction was provided by parents, priests, and levites.81 furthermore, every seventh year was to be a time when the
predominantly agrarian population would abstain from planting ﬁelds or pruning vineyards, eating only what the land
spontaneously produced.82 This sabbatical year could then be
utilized to study the law of God, as well as to learn various
trades.83
Teachers in the school of canaan included parents, priests,
and judges.84 These teachers were to internalize God’s word
and evidence faithfulness.85 They were to live a healthy lifestyle.86 Teachers were at times especially commissioned for
their work.87 students in the school of canaan included men,
women, children, and “the foreigners who lived among
them.”88 even the future kings of israel were to be educated
by studying God’s Word.89
The program of studies included the study of religion, values education, life skills, and instruction regarding social relationships. God’s laws and decrees were at the heart of the
curriculum.90 Moral values were emphasized. students were
taught practices intended to foster generosity, particularly to-
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ward “the foreigner, the fatherless, and the widow.”91 They
learned the importance and the implications of honesty and
integrity.92
students were taught principles of hygiene, diet, and
dress.93 They were to learn practical skills, such as architectural design and construction,94 as well as the principles and
practices that were to govern military operations.95 The curriculum also included an understanding of the judicial system
and legal responsibilities.96 students were taught principles to
guide social interactions and relationships.97 They were especially to safeguard the rights of the vulnerable and socially
marginalized.98
learning activities included music, worship, and praise.99
students were encouraged to make moral choices and were
subject to evaluation.100 Teachers would at times use visual
reminders of key concepts to reinforce learning.101 The school
of canaan was intended to safeguard israel’s spiritual allegiance and to serve as a witness to other nations.102 sadly, it
largely failed to accomplish these purposes.103 in an endeavor
to bring his people back to the divine plan, God raised up
judges to deliver and instruct. When a judge died, however,
“the people returned to ways even more corrupt than those
of their ancestors.”104 clearly, a revival was needed.

The School of the Prophets: A System Focused on Revival
samuel, a prophet and the last of the judges, led out in establishing training programs to prepare spiritual leaders.105
subsequently revived by the prophets elijah and elisha, the
schools were located at Jericho, Bethel, and Gilgal, among
other sites.106 The instructional role of the prophets, however,
did not conclude with these formal programs, but rather extended throughout the old Testament period.107
The purpose of the school of the prophets was threefold:
(1) to promote revival and reformation,108 (2) to provide moral
guidance, especially to civil leadership,109 and (3) to mentor a
new generation of spiritual leaders.110
called by God,111 teachers in the school of the prophets
were ﬁlled with his spirit.112 as instructors, they were to receive and faithfully convey God’s message.113 This included
reviewing God’s leading in the past and pointing out the consequences of choices,114 recording current events as lessons
for future generations,115 addressing social issues such as injustice and violence,116 and leading out in special events of
praise and celebration.117
These teachers related with their students in personable
ways. elisha, for example, shared meals with his students and
looked out for their welfare.118 samuel took time to converse
with his students and demonstrate compassion.119 The teachers were also persons of prayer, interceding on behalf of their
students.120
The curriculum was based on the Word of God, and especially an understanding of God’s character and his law.121 it
included the study of speciﬁc doctrines, such as tithing, the
sabbath, the mission and ministry of the Messiah, the second
coming, and the new earth.122 The program of studies also fo-
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cused on character development, highlighting particularly the
core values of justice, mercy, and humility.123 students were
to engage in witness and service.124 emphases included music,
history, health, and manual labor.125
Teaching methods utilized parables and allegories,126 as
well as visual illustrations.127 students were given responsibilities—preparing food for the school, for example, and
participating in religious services.128 students were also
given opportunity to make choices and to understand the
consequences of their actions.129 They were subject to evaluation.130
The school of the prophets achieved signiﬁcant results. social injustice was successfully confronted, and the nation experienced peace and prosperity.131 surrounding societies observed the effect and desired to know the true God.132 The
most important result, however, was revival and reformation,
evidenced in changed lives, obedience to God’s will, and an
outpouring of God’s spirit.133
Tragically, however, the work of the prophets was often ig-

Schools of
the Bible:
Contours
of a Divine
Plan for
Christian
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nored, ridiculed, or rejected.134 some of the prophets were
killed.135 as a result, the people experienced societal turmoil
and ultimately destruction.136 This collapse of the school of
the prophets was compounded by the appearance of false
prophets—individuals who pretended to convey a message
from God but who “spoke lies,” motivated by greed, position,
and power.137 a prophet, steadfast and courageous, was desperately needed.138

The School of John the Baptist: Simplicity and Reformation
in the new Testament, the ﬁrst school identiﬁed is the one
in which John the Baptist was the only pupil. it was a family
school, a school whose purpose prepared the way for a reformation.
The school was located in a rural setting, a context that
seemed to contribute to the success of the school.139 it was a
two-teacher school, with Zachariah and elizabeth as teachers.
They were individuals of prayer and spirit-ﬁlled, their lives
evidencing their commitment to God.140 God communicated

School

Purpose

Setting

Teacher

The School of Eden:
An experiential school

To obtain a personal knowledge of
God and of His plan for life

An outdoor classroom, a place of
aesthetic delight

God, personally interacting with
students, providing guidance,
clarifying consequences

The School of the
Patriarchs:
A family-based school

To promote loyalty to God, serving
as a bulwark against idolatry; to
experience salvation

The family; covenant-based

Patriarchs—called of God,
individuals of faith, obedient,
heaven-focused, reproved
wickedness; peacemakers,
sensitive to the needs of students

The School of the Desert:
An intensive, remedial program

To help students know God, have
faith in Him, and worship Him; to
reveal the plan of salvation

Rural and simple; centered on the
sanctuary; established through a
series of miracles; covenant-based

God; Moses as leader; assistant
teachers, chosen by God and
filled with the Spirit; parents; all
to be characterized by a teachable spirit, temperance, a personal relationship with God

The School of Canaan:
Community-based education

To prepare a people who would love
God; to safeguard Israel’s spiritual
allegiance; to serve as a witness to
other nations

Community; home; sanctuary, particularly during the religious feasts
and the Sabbatical year; covenantbased

Parents, priests, Levites,
judges; were to review God’s
leading in the past, to live a
healthy lifestyle; characterized
by faithfulness and obedience;
commissioned for their work

The School of the Prophets:
A system for revival

To promote revival and reformation;
to provide moral guidance, especially to civil leadership; to mentor a
generation of spiritual leaders

Formal schools, often in cities or
towns; informal instruction by individual prophets in a variety of settings

Prophets—men and women,
called by God, filled with Spirit;
reviewed God’s leading in the
past; pointed out consequences
of choices; recorded current
events as lessons; personable
with students; persons of prayer
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with the teachers, and they, in turn, transmitted a vision of
God’s calling to their student.141
John the Baptist was characterized by certain attributes,
developed through the educational experience: courage, humility, and a sense of divine calling. in his ministry, for example, John preached with boldness.142 but also developed
the disposition of humility: “‘after me,’” he said, “‘will come
one who is more powerful than i, whose sandals i am not ﬁt
to carry.’”143
although the program of studies is not explicitly deﬁned,
a number of features can be inferred. it seems that instruction
was provided regarding lifestyle principles and social justice,144 and that the curriculum included an emphasis on the
Word of God and prepared the student for witness.145 simplicity of diet and dress prevailed.146
The results of John’s ministry were signiﬁcant. “The whole
Judean countryside and all the people of Jerusalem went out
to him. confessing their sins, they were baptized by him in
the Jordan river.”147 Jesus described him as “more than a

prophet.”148 Perhaps the most signiﬁcant result of the educational experience was that John was enabled to recognize and
proclaim Jesus as the son of God.149

The School Where Jesus Learned: A Home School
Jesus did not attend the rabbinical schools of his time. as
he taught in the temple, the people were amazed and asked,
“‘how did this man get such learning without having studied?’”150 nevertheless, Jesus was well-educated. luke, for example, notes that “he came to nazareth . . . and as his custom was, he went into the synagogue on the sabbath day and
stood up to read.”151
if Jesus did not attend a formal school, how did he
learn? in essence, his parents were his teachers. Joseph was
described as a “righteous man,” sensitive to the circumstances and feelings of others.152 Mary was portrayed as one
who had “found favor with God.”153 she was also characterized by a reﬂective spirit.154 Together, Jesus’ parents endeavored to fulﬁll civil and religious obligations155 and to

Students

Curriculum

Methods

Activities

Results

Adam and Eve, created in the
image of God

Study of God’s creation; manual labor; principles of diet; understanding of the Great Controversy

Focus on high-level thinking;
collaborative learning; reflective questions

Given authority and responsibility to manage the earth;
freedom of choice; time for
rest; assessment

Failed the test and were
dropped from the program;
provided with hope—redemption, restoration

Children and extended family

God-centered code of ethical
conduct; values of fairness,
kindness, courtesy, generosity;
work ethic; tithing; nutrition; interpersonal relationships

Direct instruction; modeling

Worship; offerings; service;
prayer and reflection; given responsibility and the power of
choice; evaluation of students
and teachers

Individuals of ethical character, selfless, forgiving, committed to God, humble, filled with
the Spirit; preserved the
knowledge of God; few parents implemented

Mass education of men,
women, and children; some
were non-Israelites; initially
promised to follow God, but
quickly regressed; frequently
complained; rebelled and
rioted at times

God and His Word; principles
of pardon and power to live;
moral values: honesty, justice,
mercy, respect, compassion;
health, attire, diet, hygiene;
Sabbath, tithing; consequences; relationships

Multi-sensory; experiential;
concrete objects and visual imagery; memorials; repetition

Music and praise; manual
skills; field research; worship;
giving offerings; evaluation

A few stellar students (e.g.,
Caleb, Joshua); most students
failed and had to repeat their
coursework; slowly, corporate
understanding formed of the
nature of God and their relationship with Him

Men, women, children, and foreigners, even future kings;
whole-person development

God and His Word; tithing;
avoiding the occult; values of
generosity, honesty, justice,
mercy; principles of hygiene,
diet, dress; practical skills;
social relationships

Direct instruction; visual
reminders of key concepts

Music, worship, praise; moral
decision-making; evaluation

Largely failed; people served
God only while Joshua and the
elders were alive; God raised
up judges to deliver and instruct; when they died, people
reverted to paganism

Civil leaders; population at
large; “sons of the prophets”

Based on the Word of God—understanding God’s law, mercy,
forgiveness, consequences;
doctrines of tithing, Sabbath,
Messiah, heaven; values of justice, mercy, humility; music,
history, health, manual labor

Mentoring; parables and
allegories; memorials of concepts and events; visual
illustrations

Moral decision-making; witnessing and serving; music
and praise; prophesying;
preparing food and accommodations for the school; delivering messages from God;
evaluation

Social injustice confronted;
national peace and prosperity;
revival and reformation; outpouring of God’s Spirit; tragically, often ignored, ridiculed,
rejected, resulting in social turmoil, violence, and destruction
Chart continued on page 18
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provide a safe environment for Jesus.156 They were, however, of scarce economic means.157
The educational setting was not idyllic, since a portion of
Jesus’ early experience took place in a foreign country where
he and his parents were refugees.158 subsequently, they returned to the family home in nazareth, a small town in the
Galilean countryside. it was a community, however, with an
objectionable reputation.159
as a student, Jesus was inquisitive. at the age of 12, he
spent several days in the temple with the religious scholars,
“listening to them and asking them questions.”160 Jesus was
also a sociable and outgoing child. When he was lost, his
parents assumed that he was with relatives or friends.161
referencing Jesus’ development during infancy and early
childhood, the physician luke noted that “the child grew and
became strong; he was ﬁlled with wisdom, and the grace of
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God was upon him.”162 after Jesus’ visit to the temple at the
age of 12, luke describes further development, adding the social dimension.163
The program of studies fostered whole-person development. Jesus, for example, developed skill in a manual trade,
which he learned from Joseph.164 Jesus’ later ministry evidenced his keen observation of the natural world,165 as well
as his understanding of scripture.166 christ’s teaching also
evidenced his perceptive study of people and the events of
everyday life.167
The results of Jesus’ education can be seen in his sense of
a divine mission for his life. at the age of 12, he asked his
parents, “did you not know that i must be about My father’s
business?”168 he also developed insight. When Jesus’ parents
found him in the temple, asking and answering questions,
“everyone who heard him was amazed at his understanding

School

Purpose

Setting

Teacher

The School of John the Baptist:
A school of simplicity and
reformation

To bring about a reformation of
godliness

Family-based; rural and rustic

Parents, who observed the
commandments, were individuals of prayer and Spirit-filled

The School Where Jesus
Learned:
A home school

To know God and His plan; to
prepare for a life of ministry

Home, not the rabbinical schools;
Egypt and Nazareth—not idyllic
settings

Parents—righteous, submissive to God’s leading, filled with
the Holy Spirit; reflective spirit;
fulfilled civil and religious obligations; endeavored to provide
a safe environment; meager
economic means

The School Where Jesus
Taught:
A program of discipleship

To unmask Satan’s deception
regarding God’s character; to reveal
the principles of the kingdom of
heaven; to glorify God

Outdoors—hillside, seaside; private
homes; public venues—temple or
synagogue

Lived in harmony with God’s
will; created contexts of joy; invitation to success; conveyed
tenderness, sympathy; differentiated instruction; reached out
to the socially marginalized;
spoke with confidence; humble
spirit; demonstrated personal
association; centrality of prayer

The School of the Christian
Church:
A missionary school

To fulfill the gospel commission

Temple court, synagogues, and
other public venues (e.g., the Areopagus and the school of Tyrannus);
private homes; outdoors (e.g., beside the river in Philippi, in the Gaza
wilderness)

Christ and the Holy Spirit;
apostles and other church
leaders; parents, grandparents;
especially commissioned; bold,
courageous, patient, gentle,
confident, qualified, faithful

The School of Heaven:
The school of eternity

To understand God and His plan for
the universe; to experience unlimited development and the realization
of full potential; to bring eternal security to the universe

Heaven and the new earth—a place
where God is, a place of aesthetic
delight; both the Holy City and natural settings of peace, safety, and security

God the Father, Jesus Christ,
and the Holy Spirit; angels and
other unfallen beings
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and his answers.”169 Perhaps most signiﬁcantly, Jesus developed a personal relationship with God.170 in essence, Jesus’
early education prepared him for ministry.171

The School Where Jesus Taught: A Program of Discipleship
The teaching ministry of Jesus revealed perhaps most
clearly the divine plan for education. his overarching purpose
was to reveal God’s character, and, by extension, the principles of his kingdom.172
While Jesus frequently taught in the synagogue and later
in the temple,173 his instructional setting was varied. it included the open countryside, private homes, and more public
venues in cities and villages.174 his students were most often
his 12 disciples.175 on certain occasions, he taught larger
groups, numbering at times in the thousands.176 sometimes,
however, his teaching was one-on-one, as was the case with

nicodemus and with the woman at the well.177 Those attending his classes included women and children, as well as laborers, merchants, members of security forces, scribes, and
religious leaders.178
Personal characteristics contributed signiﬁcantly to
Jesus’ success as a teacher. These attributes included perceptiveness,179 tenderness and sympathy,180 and a spirit of
humility.181 Jesus was further characterized by creating
contexts of joy,182 inviting students to success,183 recognizing student differences,184 and courageously confronting
wrong.185 his students experienced personal association
with their teacher,186 as well as tangible evidence of the
value he awarded each individual, even those marginalized by society.187 Perhaps the most signiﬁcant attribute,
however, was the centrality of prayer.188
in his instruction, christ emphasized certain themes, which

Students

Curriculum

Methods

Activities

Results

John and John’s disciples;
sense of divine calling; bold
and courageous; humble;
Spirit-filled

Lifestyle principles—simplicity
of diet and dress; emphasis on
the Word of God

Self-study

Fasting and prayer; witness
and evangelism

Became strong in spirit; fearlessly rebuked even royalty;
brought about repentance and
reformation

Jesus—inquisitive, sociable
and outgoing, trustworthy,
obedient

Scripture; nature; manual
skills; life experiences

Nurture; apprenticeship; selfstudy

In-depth study of Scripture;
participation in religious experiences; observation of the natural world; perceptive study of
people and social interactions;
asking questions

Well-rounded development—
physical, intellectual, spiritual,
social; sense of divine mission;
insight; physical stamina; compassion for the socially marginalized; life of prayer; prepared
to carry out His lifework

Disciples—group of 12, group
of 70; large groups, numbering
in the thousands; individual
sessions; adults and children;
men and women; day laborers,
merchants, members of security forces, scribes, and religious leaders

Clarify the attributes of God;
distinguish the essential from
the trivial; recognize the “big
picture”; understand the past;
visualize the future; centrality
of Scripture: initiate thought,
expand concepts, clarify meaning, create connections, give a
call to action

Illustrations—stories, news
items, historical events, analogies, tangible objects; demonstration; repetition; questions;
comparison and contrast; paradoxes and anomalies; emphasis through hyperbole; active
learning; problem solving; collaborative learning

High-level thinking: knowing,
understanding, being, doing;
prayer; witness; service

Crowds of thousands flocked
to hear Him; listeners were
amazed at His teaching; some
of His listeners rejected Him,
and one of His disciples betrayed Him; the majority of His
disciples effectively carried on
His ministry, even at great personal sacrifice

Jews and Gentiles; children
and adults; kings and slaves;
everyone everywhere

Word of God, especially the
words of Jesus; understanding
the plan of salvation; doctrines—state of the dead, Second Coming; character development

Christ-centered, direct instruction; modeling; apprenticeship;
thought-provoking questions;
encouragement; oral and written communication

Interacting directly with the
Word of God; application of
knowledge; acquisition of
practical skills; teamwork;
music; service; witness and
evangelism

Transformation of understanding, attitudes, and life;
non-believers were amazed;
impact felt throughout the entire society; many believers
were added to the church

A great multitude—of all nations, ethnicities, and language
groups; high admission standards: obedient, faithful, overcomers; white robe, new
name; vested with immortality

Character of God; wonders of
God’s creation; plan of salvation; manual skills—building
trades, horticulture; music—
vocal and instrumental, performance and composition

Direct interaction with instructors; relationships with fellow
students from diverse backgrounds; no evaluation—students have already passed the
test; exploration, discovery;
self-regulated learning

Worship, praise, and celebration; witness—sharing one’s
experience of God’s amazing
grace and power; service; adjudication—high-level thinking, perceptive analysis, appraisal

The Great Controversy is
over—the character and acts
of God are forever vindicated;
unbounded joy, security,
peace, and belonging; continual development
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included the role of scripture,189 distinguishing the important
as a child, Timothy received Bible-based instruction from
from the trivial,190 recognizing the “big picture,”191 an emphasis
his mother and grandmother.218 observing the positive inﬂuon service,192 and a view toward the future.193 Jesus oriented
ence of this early education, the apostle Paul invited Timothy
his teaching to actively engage his students in the learning exto join his ministry as an apprentice.219 as a mentor, Paul en194
195
perience. This involved a focus on thinking, knowing, uncouraged Timothy to focus on character development, to reject
derstanding,196 being,197 and doing.198
the lure of materialism, and to teach others through examin his teaching, christ used a variety of instructional strateple.220 The church subsequently recognized in Timothy the gift
gies, methods that promoted high-level thinking and helped his
of teaching and especially commissioned him for this minstudents to better understand, recall, and apply his instruction.
istry.221
These strategies included illustrations,199 stories,200 news
similarly, Titus, a Gentile convert on the island of crete,
items,201 and reference to historical events.202 They incorporated
was appointed to teach various groups of individuals, which
the use of analogies,203 tangible obincluded older men and women,
jects,204 demonstration,205 and repetiyouth, and even slaves. They were to
tion.206 other instructional methods inbe given a Bible-based, values-oriented
cluded the use of questions,207 comtraining. Titus was also to instruct othEducation in the early
parison and contrast,208 paradoxes and
ers in the teaching ministry.222
209
anomalies, and emphasis using hyeducation in the early church took
church took place in a variperbole.210 on various occasions, his
place in a variety of settings, including
students also engaged in active learnpublic buildings, private homes, naety of settings, including
ing,211 problem solving,212 and collaborature, and within the family.223 students
tive learning.213
included Jews and Gentiles, children
public buildings, private
Jesus had a profound inﬂuence on
and adults, kings and slaves.224 such
his students. When he concluded a
was the pervasiveness of the eduhomes, nature, and within
teaching session, his listeners were
cational effort that its adversaries
amazed at his teaching. Turning to
charged that the apostles taught
the family. Students inone another, they asked, “Where did
“everyone everywhere.”225
this man get these things?” “nothing
Teachers included the apostles and
cluded Jews and Gentiles,
like this has ever been seen in isother church leaders.226 The school
rael.”214 one day, alarmed with his
also incorporated the concept that bechildren and adults, kings
growing popularity, the chief priests
lievers were to instruct one another
sent the temple guards to arrest him.
and that parents were to teach their
and slaves. Such was the
at the end of the day, however, the
own children.227 Teaching was considguards returned empty-handed. “Why
ered a divine calling, closely linked to
pervasiveness of the educadidn’t you bring him in?” the priests
the role of pastor.228 Those called to
fumed. “no one ever spoke the way
teach were to be instructed in the
tional effort that its adverthis man does,” the guards declared.215
Word and given a clear understanding
of belief and doctrine.229 They were
saries charged that the
The School of the Christian Church: A
to be bold and courageous, patient
Missionary School
and gentle, conﬁdent, qualiﬁed, and
apostles taught “everyone
at the conclusion of his ministry on
faithful.230 They were to teach as coearth, christ instructed his followers:
workers with God.231
everywhere.”
“‘Go and make disciples of all nations,
The curriculum focused on the Word
baptizing them in the name of the faof God, particularly the teachings of
ther and of the son and of the holy
Jesus.232 students were to understand
233
spirit, and teaching them to obey everything i have comthe gospel, develop christian character, and devote themmanded you.’”216 This commission established the school of
selves to a life of service.234 Teaching strategies included modthe christian church, focused on witness and evangelism. it
eling and mentoring, as well as oral and written communicais instructive to consider examples of this school in action.
tion.235 learning activities included the acquisition of practical
Philip, one of the seven deacons, was directly involved in
skills, the application of knowledge, teamwork, service, and witthe education process.217 of particular signiﬁcance in his enness.236
counter with the ethiopian treasurer are the central role of the
The school of the early church achieved signiﬁcant results.
holy spirit, the christ-centered nature of the instruction, the
The believers “devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching,”
use of thought-provoking questions, a direct interaction with
which produced a transformative inﬂuence in their lives.237
the Word of God, and the transformation of the student’s unThe effects were felt throughout the entire society, and many
derstanding, attitudes, and life.
believers were added to the church.238
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The School of Heaven: Education for Eternity
The divine plan for education culminates in the school of
heaven. What will that school be like? While the setting surpasses comprehension,239 scripture provides a sketch of its features. The school includes a city, the new Jerusalem.240 it is a
place of aesthetic delight,241 illuminated by God’s presence.242
in addition, the classroom will again include a garden,243 with
learning taking place in a natural, peaceful setting.244
God will be the instructor,245 and the redeemed will be the
students.246 Teacher and students will live together,247 with the
students directly interacting with him “in whom are hidden
all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.”248
While the students in the school of heaven are numerous
and diverse,249 admission standards are high. students must
have “clean hands and a pure heart.”250 They must be committed to knowing and living the truth.251 They are overcomers
whose names “are written in the lamb’s book of life.”252
The program of studies will focus on the character of
God,253 the wonders of his creation,254 and the plan of salvation.255 it will also incorporate manual skills,256 music,257 service,258 and worship.259 in a special way, students will focus
their study on those aspects that they were unable to comprehend during their earthly life.260
students in the school of heaven develop deep, enduring
relationships with the redeemed from diverse backgrounds
and cultures.261 They also engage in adjudication,262 which involves high-level thinking, critical analysis, and appraisal.
in many ways, the ﬁrst school, the school of eden, and the
school of heaven are remarkably similar. This is no surprise,
however, since eden was an extension campus of the school
of heaven. There is, nonetheless, an important difference. in
heaven’s school there will be no evaluation, no tree of the
knowledge of good and evil. The students have already passed
the test, and before them lies an eternity of self-regulated
learning and development.
There is, however, an activity that will take the place of
evaluation. students in the heavenly school will be involved
in witness.263 The redeemed will share their own experiences
of God’s amazing grace and power, their conviction of his
goodness and love with the angels and other unfallen
beings.264 The word of their testimony contributes to the eternal security of the universe.265
What will be the results of the school of heaven? Joy, unbounded joy266—the exhilaration of being in God’s presence,267
and of experiencing his new creation.268 it is unalloyed
delight, because sorrow, pain, and suffering have been
banished.269 furthermore, the students in heaven’s school
experience security,270 peace,271 belonging,272 and unlimited
opportunities for continual development.273
Emergent Themes
christian education bears fruit when it connects to its
roots. What, then, are the themes that emerge from these
schools described in the Bible?
The purpose of the schools of the Bible was that students
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might obtain an experiential knowledge of God. as a result,
they were to develop faith in him and his plan for their lives.
Given the great conﬂict between good and evil, the schools
were to unmask satan’s deception regarding God’s character
and reveal the principles of his kingdom. Particularly, they
were to serve as a bulwark against paganism and idolatry. The
schools were to delineate the plan of salvation and guide their
students to experience God’s grace and power. ultimately,
these schools were to mentor spiritual leaders—individuals
prepared to fulﬁll the divine commission and committed to a
life of ministry.
While the setting of the schools varied, certain patterns
emerge. The home was the foremost educational setting, followed closely by the church. another frequent setting was in
the outdoors, where students might be in direct contact with
God’s creation. at times, public venues were utilized, particularly to reach those who might not otherwise come into contact
with the school.
God was the ultimate teacher in each of the schools. his assistants were priests, prophets, pastors and other godly people,
and parents. of these, the latter ﬁgured most prominently. all,
however, were called by God and were to be guided by his spirit.
Many were especially commissioned for their work. These teachers were to be characterized by courage, humility, patience, gentleness, ﬁdelity, and temperance. They were to evidence a teachable spirit and sensitivity to the needs of their students. They
were to be persons of prayer and of faith. They were to provide
guidance, clarify consequences, reprove sin, review God’s leading in the past, convey tenderness and sympathy, personally interact with students, and create contexts of joy.
Students included men and women, young and old, believers and non-believers. on occasion, instruction was provided
to large groups of students, numbering in the hundreds or thousands. More often, however, instruction was given to smaller
clusters of students and sometimes one-on-one. The emphasis
was on whole-person development, particularly in terms of the
mental, physical, social, and spiritual dimensions. students
were to be inquisitive, trustworthy, bold, humble, and spiritﬁlled. They were to have a clear sense of divine calling. unfortunately, the students at times resented various features of the
educational program, complaining and even rebelling. Their
teachers, however, did not abandon them. rather, they patiently
continued their work on behalf of the students, regarding them
as candidates for salvation, created in the image of God and redeemed by his grace.
The Word of God was at the heart of the curriculum.
Through the study of the scriptures, students were to develop
an understanding of the character of God, of the Great controversy, and of the plan of salvation. students were also to study
the works of God, discerning evidences of God’s character
through his creation. They were to acquire practical proﬁciencies and cultivate a strong work ethic. They were to develop a
lifestyle characterized by temperance, simplicity of diet and
dress, and an emphasis on health and hygiene. subjects of study
included music, history, interpersonal relationships, and an un-
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derstanding of the consequences of one’s actions. one of the
most important elements in the program of studies was character
development—the formation of a God-centered code of conduct.
a variety of methods were used in the schools. These included direct instruction, demonstration, and repetition, as well
as modeling, mentoring, and apprenticeship. instruction
focused on high-level thinking, including creativity and perceptive analysis. These processes were fostered by thoughtprovoking questions, reﬂection, and problem-solving. Teachers
frequently used illustrations—analogies, parables, and allegories, as well as stories, news items, and historical events.
Tangible objects, visual imagery, and multisensory experiences
were also employed. Teachers further promoted active learning,
collaborative learning, exploration, and discovery.
students participated in meaningful learning activities.
They engaged in the in-depth study of scripture. They observed
nature and social interactions. They asked questions. They applied knowledge and acquired real-world skills. They engaged
in ﬁeld research, service, witness, and evangelism. They were
given responsibility and the opportunity for moral decisionmaking. students also participated in a variety of spiritual experiences, including prayer and reﬂection, music and praise,
celebration and worship. students were evaluated, and also
participated as evaluators in the assessment process.
The results of the schools of the Bible were mixed, not due
to imperfections in design, but because of ﬂaws in implementation. few parents carried out their God-given responsibilities, and generations grew up without a knowledge of God.
in the schools, students began to ignore or ridicule their teachers, and a number rejected the program itself, rebelling and
even rioting. as a result, some teachers became discouraged
and deserted their teaching assignments.
The good news is that God didn’t give up, nor did the committed teachers. They persevered and provided their students
with the hope of redemption and restoration. and there were
stellar students, men and women who experienced a transformation of understanding, attitudes, and life. They were wellbalanced individuals, with physical stamina, wisdom, social
skills, and a deep commitment to God. They developed ethical
character, evidenced a deep sense of divine mission, lived a
life of prayer, and were ﬁlled with the spirit. They fearlessly
confronted social injustice, evidenced compassion for the socially marginalized, and effectively carried out their ministry,
even at great personal sacriﬁce.
in all, the schools of the Bible preserved the knowledge of
God and prepared individuals who more clearly understood
the nature of God and of their relationship with him. The result was revival and reformation. furthermore, an impact was
felt throughout the entire society. non-believers were reached,
and believers were added to the church.
Today, as christian educators, we seek to understand and
implement God’s plan for education. The schools of scripture
provide the contours of this divine plan, a framework upon
which we can safely and effectively develop, implement, and
assess our endeavors in christian education. ✐
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NOTES AND REFERENCES
1. 1 corinthians 10:11. unless otherwise indicated, all scripture texts in
this article are quoted from the new international version of the Bible. holy
Bible, new international version®, niv® copyright 1973, 1978, 1984, 2011
by Biblica, inc.® used by permission. all rights reserved worldwide.
2. for the purpose of this article, a school is deﬁned as a setting in which
a teacher and student interact in a teaching-learning experience.
3. The campus incorporated trees pleasant to the sight, fruit desirable for
food, and even precious stones (Genesis 1:1-25; 2:8-12).
4. Genesis 2:15-17, 29; 3:8.
5. Genesis 1:3, 6; 1:9; 1:14, 15; 1:11; 1:20, 24; Psalm 19:1; romans 1:20.
6.. Genesis 1:29; 2:15-17.
7. Genesis 2:19. it is perhaps signiﬁcant that the only description of God prior
to the declaration, “so God created mankind in his own image” (Genesis 1:27), is
that of God the creator. Whatever other aspects of God may be embraced in the
concept of imago dei, it must surely include the creative dimension.
8. Genesis 2:21-22. in fact, the only time in the creation account in which
God said that something was “not good” was when his student was working
alone (Genesis 2:18).
9. Genesis 1:26-28; 2:15.
10. Genesis 2:9, 16, 17.
11. Genesis 3:1-6.
12. John 8:44; 2 corinthians 11:3; 2 Peter 1:16.
13. Genesis 3:8-13.
14. Genesis 3:15.
15. Genesis 3:16-19, 23, 24.
16. Genesis 18:19. note that the teacher taught by direct instruction and
through modeling—training his students “after him.”
17. Genesis 6:5, 6. Preparing to enter canaan, Jacob, for instance, called
together his household and instructed them, “‘Get rid of the foreign gods you
have with you, and purify yourselves’” (Genesis 35:1-4).
18. This salvation focus was demonstrated, for example, to noah and his
family when God said, “‘Go into the ark, you and your whole family’” (Genesis 7:1; see also luke 17:27 and 1 Peter 3:20).
19. enoch, noah, isaac, Joseph, and the parents of Moses are expressly
identiﬁed in scripture as individuals whose lives evidenced a tangible faith
in God (hebrews 11; romans 4:15; Galatians 3:9).
20. enoch and noah, for example, are described as “walking with God”
(Genesis 5:24; 6:9), while abraham is called “God’s friend” (James 2:23).
21. Genesis 6:13-21; 17:1-21; 35:1, 11-15; 46:2-4; exodus 3. When Moses,
for instance, felt inadequate for the task before him, God encouraged him,
providing aaron as an assistant, and saying, “‘i will help both of you speak
and will teach you what to do’” (exodus 4:15).
22. abraham, for example, anticipated “the city with foundations, whose
architect and builder is God” (hebrews 11:8, 10). others “admitted that they
were aliens and strangers on earth. . . . They were longing for a better country—a heavenly one” (hebrews 11:13, 16).
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23. scripture records that noah “did everything just as God commanded
him” (Genesis 6:22; 7:5), while enoch is described as “one who pleased God”
(hebrews 11:5). similarly, when God instructed, “‘leave your country, your
people and your father’s household and go to the land i will show you,’” abraham “obeyed and went, even though he did not know where he was going”
(Genesis 12:1; hebrews 11:8).
24. enoch spoke of a judgment day, when God would “convict all the ungodly
of all the ungodly acts they have done” (Jude 14, 15). likewise, noah delineated
righteousness and rebuked immoral behavior (2 Peter 2:5; Genesis 9:20-27).
25. When there was a dispute between herdsmen as to pasture, abraham
said to lot, “‘let’s not have any quarreling between you and me, or between
your herdsmen and mine, for we are close relatives. is not the whole land before you? let’s part company. if you go to the left, i’ll go to the right; if you
go to the right, i’ll go to the left’” (Genesis 13:8, 9). With similar altruism,
isaac didn’t argue with the herdsmen of Gerar over the ownership of the wells
that his servants had dug (Genesis 26:19-22).
26. Jacob, for instance, stated, “‘so let my lord go on ahead of his servant,
while i move along slowly at the pace . . . of the children’” (Genesis 33:14).
27. Genesis 18:16-33; 24:7, 12-14, 40, 42-44.
28. Genesis 9:5, 6; 18:1-7, 19; 24:12-25.
29. Genesis 4:2; 6:14-16, 22. This is evidenced, for example, in rebekah’s
offer to provide water for the camels (Genesis 24:19, 44).
30. Genesis 9:4.
31. Genesis 12:2.
32. Genesis 24:12-14; 32:9-12. students learned that they should form life
relationships within the community of faith (Genesis 24:3; 26:34, 35; 28:1-9)
and that divine love is to form the bedrock of relationship (Genesis 24:67).
33. Genesis 4:3, 4; 8:10; 21:33; 24:63; 26:25; 33:20; 35:7.
34. Genesis 24:2-9, 58; 37:14.
35. Genesis 4:3-5; 22:1-12.
36. Genesis 39:4, 9, 22, 23; 41:39-41. it became clear to those around him
that God was his frame of reference (Genesis 40:8; 41:16; 45:5, 7, 8), and that
God was with him (acts 7:9, 10). even the Pharaoh declared, “‘can we ﬁnd
anyone like this man, one in whom is the spirit of God?’” (Genesis 41:38). Perhaps one of the most signiﬁcant results in his life, however, was the development of a selﬂess and forgiving spirit (Genesis 44:33; 45:4, 5; 50:20, 21).
37. exodus 2:5-10; acts 7:20-22.
38. hebrews 11:24-26. from that early education, Moses also developed
humility, meekness, and a keen sense of justice (exodus 2:11-13, 17; 3:11;
numbers 12:3; acts 7:23-28).
39. exodus 12:21-23.
40. exodus 4:8, 9, 29-31; 6:2-7; deuteronomy 4:10.
41. exodus 3:14, 15; 4:15; 25:21.
42. exodus 4:13-17; 31:1-6; 35:34; leviticus 10:8-11. it should be noted
that while each of these individuals was involved in the teaching ministry of
the school, God would, at times, provide direct instruction (exodus 20; 29:4246; deuteronomy 5).
43. exodus 35:30-35; numbers 11:24-29.
44. exodus 29:1; leviticus 8.
45. exodus 7:1; 18:20; 28:30, 36-38; leviticus 10:1-3, 8-11; numbers 6:24-26.
46. exodus 18:13-24; 28:42-43; numbers 12:3. Jethro, for example, gave
Moses a suggestion as to how to better organize the school through a decentralized administration and the delegation of authority, a plan which Moses readily
accepted and implemented (deuteronomy 1:9-18).
47. deuteronomy 4:10. When children, for example, asked, “‘What does
this ceremony mean to you?’” parents were to explain, “‘it is the Passover
sacriﬁce to the lord, who passed over the houses of the israelites in egypt
and spared our homes’” (exodus 12:26, 27).
48. about 600,000 men, in addition to women and children, both at the
time of the exodus from egypt and upon entry to canaan (exodus 10:8-11;
12:37; numbers 1:46; 2:32).
49. exodus 12:38; deuteronomy 7:6. at times this non-israelite group became a catalyst in leading the student body astray, such as when “the mixt
multitude that was among them fell a lusting: and the children of israel also
wept again, and said, Who shall give us ﬂesh to eat?” (numbers 11:4, KJv)
50. When Moses “told the people all the lord’s words and laws, they responded with one voice, ‘everything the lord has said we will do’” (exodus
24:3, 7).
51. exodus 32.
52. exodus 15:24; 16:2, 3; 17:3; numbers 11:1; 14:2, 36; deuteronomy
1:27. on occasion, they even rebelled and rioted (exodus 17:4; numbers 14:4;
16:41, 42).
53. exodus 15:13; 19:4; 28:3; 31:1-6; deuteronomy 2:7; 8:4; 29:5; 32:10-13.
54. exodus 25:8; leviticus 1-6; hebrews 9:1-11. This curriculum was ini-
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tiated with the ﬁrst Passover, even before the tabernacle was built. an understanding of the plan of salvation was conveyed through the Passover lamb,
its blood sprinkled on the doorposts of each home, and of the ﬁrstborn son,
whose life was spared (exodus 12).
55. exodus 24:12; 25:21, 22; 40:20; numbers 7:89; deuteronomy 10:2-5; 31:26.
56. students, for example, were taught: “‘do not use dishonest standards
when measuring length, weight or quantity. use honest scales and honest
weights’” (leviticus 19:35, 36). “‘do not show partiality’” (deuteronomy 1:17).
“‘do not spread false reports. . . . When you give testimony in a lawsuit, do not
pervert justice by siding with the crowd. . . . do not accept a bribe’” (exodus
23:1-6, 8). “‘do not curse the deaf or put a stumbling block in front of the blind’”
(leviticus 19:14). “‘do not take advantage of the widow or the fatherless’” (exodus 22:22). “‘show respect for the elderly’” (leviticus 19:32). “‘The foreigner
residing among you must be treated as one of your native-born’” (leviticus
19:33, 34). “‘When you reap the harvest of your land, do not reap to the very
edges of your ﬁeld or gather the gleanings of your harvest. . . . leave them for
the poor and the foreigner’” (leviticus 19:9, 10).
57. exodus 15:26; 19:10; leviticus 13-15, 17; numbers 5:1-4.
58. leviticus 7:22-26; 11.
59. exodus 20:26; 33:4-6.
60. exodus 16:22-30; 20:8-11; 31:12-17; 35:1-3; leviticus 23:3; 27:30-33;
numbers 18:21-32.
61. numbers 12; 14:4-11; 16-17; 27:12-23; deuteronomy 31:1-8.
62. exodus 19:12; 22; numbers 2:1-31; 4; 5:5-10; 10:11-33. in essence, they
were to understand the consequences of obedience and disobedience, as well
as the possibility of repentance and forgiveness (exodus 32:35; leviticus 26;
numbers 14:20-45; deuteronomy 7:12-15; 8:5; 11:13-32).
63. exodus 14:13, 14, 31; deuteronomy 4:35; 10:12, 13.
64. for example, water from a rock, tables of stone, a staff that budded,
a bronze serpent, and manna that that fell every morning except for the sabbath (exodus 16:19-35; 24:12; 31:18; numbers 17:8; 20:8-10; 21:8, 9; deuteronomy 8:15; John 3:14).
65. exodus 17:15.
66. exodus 15:1; numbers 21:17.
67. numbers 13:1, 17-20, 27-33.
68. exodus 35:30-35; 36:8-38:20; 39:1-30.
69. exodus 3:12, 18; 15:2; 25:1; 35:4-9, 20-29; leviticus 1-7. The teachers
and students were also to ask those not of their faith for additional means to
carry out the work of the school (exodus 11:2, 3; 12:35, 36).
70. exodus 20:20; 39:32-43; deuteronomy 8:2.
71. deuteronomy 6:4; exodus 15:11, 18; 20:22, 23; deuteronomy 29:13.
72. exodus 3:17; deuteronomy 31:3, 6.
73. This education setting was prepared by God: “‘You will bring them in and
plant them on the mountain of your inheritance—the place, lord, you made for
your dwelling, the sanctuary, lord, your hands established’” (exodus 15:17)
74. see also deuteronomy 11:18-21.
75. verse 4. This verse (the shema), considered by Jews to be one of the
most sacred passages in the Torah, is often recited by Jewish parents with
their children at the end of the day.
76. verse 5. The purpose of education, to love God, is highlighted in this
passage. To the list of “‘heart, soul, and strength,’” christ added the concept of
“‘mind’” (Mark 12:30), including the intellectual element implied in verse 8.
77. verse 6. an instructional process of modeling seems inherent. one
cannot share what he or she does not have.
78. verse 7. The terms “impress” or “teach diligently” suggest a striving
for mastery. sitting “in your house” and walking “by the way” imply both receptive and active learning. The prime moments for learning, “when you lie
down and when you rise up,” provide a biblical basis for morning and
evening devotional periods.
79. verses 8 and 9. “hands” are used to actively modify one’s context, and
can correspond to an individual’s physical development. The “forehead,” as
the seat of thought, reason, and executive function, can reference cognitive
development. as these words were originally spoken to the israelites during
their desert sojourn, a reference to the “doorframes of your house” would recall that last memorable night in egypt, when they were to indicate their faith
and spiritual commitment by sprinkling the Passover blood on the doorposts
of their homes. finally, gates were often used, as in many places today, to post
announcements for the wider community, thus implying a social dimension,
with elements of service and witness. These four dimensions of whole-person
development correlate with those described in luke 2:52.
80. deuteronomy 6:6, 7.
81. exodus 12:17, 24-27; 13:1-16; deuteronomy 31:9-13. These national
learning experiences were to occur at least three times a year—at the Passover
and feast of unleavened Bread, at the feast of firstfruits, and during the feast
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of Tabernacles. Together, these feasts involved about a month each year (exodus 23:14-17; 34:23; leviticus 23; numbers 28 and 29; deuteronomy 16:117). one of the families that attended these yearly feasts was that of elkanah
(1 samuel 1).
82. leviticus 25.
83. deuteronomy 31:10-13. The yearly feasts and the sabbatical year may
have contributed to render israel one of the more literate nations of antiquity.
84. leviticus 10:10, 11; deuteronomy 1-3; 9, 10; Joshua 24:1-13; 1 samuel
1 and 2; Judges 2:18, 19. Parents, for example, were to teach the word of God
and lessons from life experience to their children and grandchildren
(deuteronomy 4:9, 10).
85. deuteronomy 30:14; 31:23; Joshua 5:13-15; Judges 13:8; 1 samuel
2:35; 3:21.
86. Judges 13:2-5.
87. God directed Moses, for example, to bring Joshua to “‘the tent of meeting, where i will commission him’” (deuteronomy 31:14). as a result, “Joshua
son of nun was ﬁlled with the spirit of wisdom because Moses had laid his
hands on him” (deuteronomy 34:9).
88. deuteronomy 11:2; Joshua 8:34, 35; Judges 13:24, 25; 14:6, 19; 15:14.
89. deuteronomy 17:18-20.
90. deuteronomy 4:5-8; 6:1, 2. it was not sufﬁcient, however, to merely have
an awareness of God and his law. students were to understand the signiﬁcance
of these commands, and apply them to their lives (deuteronomy 6:20-25).
91. deuteronomy 24:19-21.
92. deuteronomy 25:13-16. note the incident recorded in Joshua 9:19-21.
other values incorporated in the curriculum included impartiality, justice, and
mercy, including kindness to animals (deuteronomy 16:19; 25:4).
93. deuteronomy 14:1-21; 22:5. soldiers engaged in a campaign, for example, were instructed to “designate a place outside the camp where you can
go to relieve yourself. as part of your equipment have something to dig with,
and when you relieve yourself, dig a hole and cover up your excrement.” The
rationale for this practice included a spiritual component: “for the lord your
God moves about in your camp to protect you” (deuteronomy 23:9-14).
94. “When you build a new house, make a parapet around your roof so
that you may not bring the guilt of bloodshed on your house if someone falls
from the roof” (deuteronomy 22:8).
95. Before going into battle, a priest was to address the army and state,
“‘hear, israel: Today you are going into battle against your enemies. do not
be fainthearted or afraid; do not panic or be terriﬁed by them. for the lord
your God is the one who goes with you to ﬁght for you against your enemies
to give you victory’” (deuteronomy 20:1-4). When planning to besiege a city,
the army was to ﬁrst make that city an offer of peace, which, if accepted,
would result only in forced labor, rather than annihilation (deuteronomy
20:10-12). furthermore, military campaigns were not to result in ecological
devastation. “When you lay siege to a city for a long time, ﬁghting against it
to capture it, do not destroy its trees by putting an ax to them. . . . are the
trees people, that you should besiege them?” (deuteronomy 20:19).
96. deuteronomy 16:9; 17:6; 19:15-21; 25:1-3. content included laws of
inheritance, as well as safeguards protecting the rights of women (numbers
27:1-11; 36; deuteronomy 21:15-17; Joshua 17:3-6). a special feature was the
concept of “cities of refuge,” available for israelites and foreigners alike, where
an individual who accidentally killed another might ﬂee and stand trial before
an assembly (numbers 13; deuteronomy 19:1-13; Joshua 20).
97. leviticus 25:17; deuteronomy 15:1-18; 22:13-30; 23:19-25; 27-30;
Joshua 23. They learned, for example, that if they were to ﬁnd something that
had been lost, they were to return it to its rightful owner (deuteronomy 22:14). in taking security for a debt, they were not to deprive a person of his or
her source of livelihood (deuteronomy 24:6).
98. deuteronomy 24:10-17.
99. deuteronomy 8:10-18; 12:13, 14; 31:19-22; 32:44-47.
100. deuteronomy 13:3; 30:11-19; Joshua 24:14-28.
101. Joshua, for example, wrote a copy of the law on stones that were placed
on Mount ebal (deuteronomy 27; Joshua 8:30-32). similarly, after crossing the
Jordan river, Joshua created a monument of that event with an instructional
purpose: “‘in the future, when your children ask you, “What do these stones
mean?” tell them that the ﬂow of the Jordan was cut off before the ark of the
covenant of the lord. . . . These stones are to be a memorial to the people of israel forever’” (Joshua 4:4-7, 21-23; see also Joshua 22:9-24; 24:25-28).
102. “These are the commands, decrees and laws the lord your God directed me to teach you to observe in the land that you are crossing the Jordan
to possess, so that you, your children and their children after them may fear
the lord your God as long as you live” (deuteronomy 6:1, 2). also, deuteronomy 4:5-8, 15-31; 7:1-6; 30:15-20.
103. Judges 2:7-11.
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104. Judges 2:18, 19.
105. 1 samuel 7:16, 17; 19:20.
106. 2 Kings 2:3-5; 4:38.
107. While the educational work of the prophets was most enduring, there were
moments when other forms of instruction took place. King Jehoshaphat, for example, sent his ofﬁcials throughout Judah, along with priests and levites, to teach the
Word of God (2 chronicles 17:7-9). as a result, a spiritual revival took place among
the people (ellen G. White, Prophets and Kings [Mountain view, calif.: Paciﬁc Press,
1943], 191). after the exile, another reformation took place. ezra, a priest and scribe
who “had devoted himself to the study and observance of the law of the lord, and
to teaching its decrees and laws in israel” (ezra 7:10), read the Word of God before
all the people. Joined in this work by the levites, “they read from the Book of the
law of God, making it clear and giving the meaning so that the people understood
what was being read” (nehemiah 8:1-8).
108. samuel, for example, instructed the israelites, “‘if you are returning to
the lord with all your hearts, then rid yourselves of the foreign gods and the ashtoreths and commit yourselves to the lord and serve him only’” (1 samuel 7:36). as a result of this entreaty, the people fasted and confessed their sins. ezra
also observed that the prophets throughout israel’s history had served as advocates of revival and reformation (ezra 9:10-12).
109. 2 Kings 6:32-7:2; 2 chronicles 12:5; 16:7-9; 19:2; 12; 25:15, 16; isaiah
39:1-7. Throughout this period, israel and Judah were ruled by kings, beginning
with saul and extending to hosea in the northern kingdom and Zedekiah in the
south. The prophets endeavored to provide instruction to these leaders. elijah,
for instance, sent a letter to Jehoram reproving him for his idolatrous and violent
actions, and warning him of impending judgment (2 chronicles 21:12-15). The
prophets were also commissioned to convey God’s guidance in the political affairs of the nation. nathan, for example, was involved in ensuring that solomon
became king (1 Kings 1:11-48); ahijah, in making Jeroboam king (1 Kings 14:2);
the prophet Jehu, in the case of Zimri (1 Kings 16:6-12); and elijah, in anointing
Jehu as king (1 Kings 19:16).
110. God instructed elijah, for example, to extend an invitation to elisha
to serve as his assistant in preparation for his own prophetic ministry (1 Kings
19; 2 Kings 2; 4:11-14, 29-31; 5:10-27; 6:15-17).
111. Jeremiah 1:5-9. also, 1 samuel 3; Jeremiah 1:17-19; ezekiel 2:1-8;
3:17; 33:7.
112. 2 Kings 2:9-15; isaiah 9:15; daniel 6. These instructors included
prominent personages, such as samuel, elijah, isaiah, Jeremiah, and daniel,
as well as lesser-known individuals, such as Gad, ahijah, shemaiah, Jeduthun, and iddo. They also included women—huldah, as well as the wife
of isaiah (2 Kings 22:14; 2 chronicles 34:22; isaiah 8:3). some, such as ezra,
were priests and scribes, while others, like amos, came from the common
walks of life (ezra 7:11; amos 7:14, 15).
113. deuteronomy 18:15, 18; 1 samuel 9:15-17, 27; 2 Kings 20:1; Jeremiah
23:28. at various times, these messages included encouragement, warning,
reproof, a call to action, or an invitation to return to God (1 samuel 13:11-14;
15:16-31; 2 Kings 17:13, 23; 20:14-18; 21:10-15; isaiah 37:21-38; haggai 1:2,
3; 2:1-9, 23; Zechariah 1:3).
114. 1 samuel 12:6-25.
115. 1 chronicles 29:29; 2 chronicles 9:29; 12:15; 13:22; 26:22; 35:15.
116. habakkuk 1:2-4.
117. 1 samuel 11:14; 2 chronicles 29:25, 30.
118. 2 Kings 4:1-7, 38-44.
119. 1 samuel 9:25; 15:30-31, 35.
120. 1 samuel 7:9; 2 Kings 6:15-17; 2 chronicles 32:20; daniel 9:1-19;
habakkuk 3.
121. 2 samuel 7:4; 24:11; 1 Kings 12:24; 13:1-5; 16:7; 18:1; 19:9; 22:19; 2
Kings 7:1; 20:16; 24:2; 2 chronicles 17:7-9; Micah 7:18, 19; Malachi 4:1-4.
122. isaiah 53; 58:13, 14; 65:17-25; Zephaniah 1:14; Malachi 3:6-12; 4:1-3.
123. 1 samuel 10:25; Joel 3:14; Micah 6:8; Zechariah 7:8-10.
124. 2 Kings 3:11; 8:4-6; isaiah 58:6, 7.
125. 2 Kings 3:15; isaiah 38:21; Zechariah 14:5. students, for example,
worked together with their teacher to construct the school buildings (2 Kings
6:1-7). Perhaps it is also signiﬁcant that the teacher responded positively to
student initiatives.
126. To memorialize a victory over the Philistines, for example, samuel “took
a stone and set it up between Mizpah and shen. he named it ebenezer, saying,
‘Thus far the lord has helped us’” (1 samuel 7:12). see also 2 samuel 12; isaiah
8:1-4; ezekiel 16 and 17; hosea 1:2-11; 12:10.
127. Jeremiah, for example, used a linen belt (13:1-11), a potter’s work (18:110), a broken clay jar (19:1-13), a yoke (27:2), and stones buried in clay (43:8-13)
to illustrate key concepts. ezekiel ﬁlled a boiling cooking pot with bones, and also
packed his belongings and dug a hole through the city wall (12:3-8; 24:1-14). on
another occasion, God instructed ezekiel to “‘take a block of clay, put it in front
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of you and draw the city of Jerusalem on it. Then lay siege to it: erect siege works
against it, build a ramp up to it, set up camps against it and put battering rams
around it. Then take an iron pan, place it as an iron wall between you and the city
and turn your face toward it. it will be under siege, and you shall besiege it. This
will be a sign to the people of israel’” (ezekiel 4:1-3). other prophets, such as
hosea and Zechariah, also used tangible illustrations (hosea 3; Zechariah 6:9-15).
128. 2 Kings 4:38-44; 9:1-3; 1 chronicles 9:22. student activities also included
praise and prophesying (1 samuel 10:5; 19:19-24; 2 chronicles 29:25, 26; isaiah
5:1-7; 25; 26; 63).
129. 2 samuel 24:11, 12; 1 Kings 18.
130. Jeremiah 35.
131. 2 chronicles 17:10, 11; 20:20; 28:9-15.
132. Zechariah 8:23.
133. When asa, for example, heard “the prophecy of azariah son of oded
the prophet, he took courage. he removed the detestable idols from the whole
land of Judah and Benjamin . . . . and he repaired the altar of the lord” (2
chronicles 15:8). similarly, after the captivity, Zerubbabel, Joshua, “and the
whole remnant of the people obeyed the voice of the lord their God and the
message of the prophet haggai. . . . They came and began to work on the
house of the lord almighty, their God” (haggai 1:12-14; also ezra 5:1, 2;
6:14). see also 1 samuel 10:6, 7, 9-11; 16:13; ezekiel 36:26, 27.
134. 2 chronicles 36:12, 16; daniel 9:6-10; Jeremiah 7:25, 26; 25:1-14;
Zechariah 7:11, 12.
135. 2 chronicles 24:19-21; nehemiah 9:26; Jeremiah 26:8-11; 29:19;
35:15; 37:2; Zechariah 1:4; 7:12.
136. 2 chronicles 15:3-6; nehemiah 9:30.
137. isaiah 30:10. see also isaiah 9:15; Jeremiah 5:13, 31; 8:10; 14:14-16;
23:10, 11, 14, 16-40; ezekiel 13; Micah 2:6-11; Zephaniah 3:4.
138. Malachi 4:5, 6.
139. luke 1:39. “and the child grew and became strong in spirit; and he
lived in the wilderness until he appeared publicly to israel” (luke 1:80).
140. luke 1:13, 23, 41. They are further described as “righteous in the
sight of God, observing all the lord’s commands and regulations blamelessly”
(luke 1:6). see also Judges 13:4.
141. luke 1:11-20, 76-79.
142. To the religious leaders John declared, “‘You brood of vipers! Who
warned you to ﬂee from the coming wrath? Produce fruit in keeping with repentance’” (Matthew 3:7, 8; luke 3:7-9). he also fearlessly rebuked King
herod for an adulterous relationship with his brother’s wife, and for “all the
other evil things he had done” (Matthew 14:3, 4; luke 3:19, 20). christ, himself, recognized John as immovable in the face of opposition, in stark contrast
with “‘a reed swayed by the wind’” (Matthew 11:7; luke 7:24-28).
143. Matthew 3:11; Mark 1:7; luke 3:15-17; John 1:27; acts 13:25. similarly, when Jesus came to John to be baptized, John remonstrated, “‘i need
to be baptized by you, and do you come to me?’” (Matthew 3:14). To his followers, he clariﬁed, “‘This is the one i spoke about when i said, “he who
comes after me is preferred before me”’” (John 1:15). When Jesus began his
ministry, some of the Jews said to John, “‘rabbi, that man who was with you
on the other side of the Jordan—the one you testiﬁed about—look, he is baptizing, and everyone is going to him.’” John replied, “‘he must become
greater; i must become less’” (John 3:26-30).
144. luke 1:15; 3:10-14.
145. Matthew 3:1, 2; luke 3:2-6.
146. Matthew 3:4; 11:8, 18; Mark 1:6; luke 1:15; 7:24-28, 33. apparently, John
was subject to conditions of the nazarite vow, which included a number of additional parameters, as noted in numbers 6:3-7; Judges 13:4, 5; and amos 2:11, 12.
147. Mark 11:32; 1:4, 5; also Matthew 21:32.
148. Matthew 11:7-9; luke 7:24-28.
149. John 1:33, 34.
150. John 7:15.
151. luke 4:16-20, nKJv. While often emphasized that it was Jesus’ sabbath custom to attend the synagogue, the passage also notes that it was his
custom to “stand up to read.” This indicates that Jesus was recognized by
his community as one who would read scripture with clarity and accuracy.
152. Matthew 1:19.
153. luke 1:30-38, 46-56.
154. luke, on two distinct occasions, notes that Mary “treasured up all
these things and pondered them in her heart” (luke 2:19, 51).
155. luke 2:4, 22-24, 27, 39, 41.
156. Matthew 2:13, 14, 22.
157. of the two offerings that Joseph and Mary could have offered at
Jesus’ dedication, they brought the offering allowed for the poor (luke 2:24).
158. Matthew 2:13-15.
159. When Philip informed nathaniel that he had found the Messiah and
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that he was from nazareth, nathaniel asked incredulously, “‘nazareth! can
anything good come from there?’” (John 1:46).
160. luke 2:46.
161. luke 2:44. This assumption also indicates the trust that his parents
placed in him.
162. luke 2:40. note that the passage ﬁrst speciﬁes that Jesus’ physical development was robust. it then indicates that Jesus developed cognitively, gaining
mental acuity (luke 2:46, 47).
163. luke 2:52.
164. When Jesus returned to nazareth on a certain occasion, the people asked,
“‘isn’t this the carpenter’s son?’” (Matthew 13:55). Mark, however, records that on
a nazareth visit, people wondered, “‘isn’t this the carpenter?’” (Mark 6:3).
165. When teaching, he frequently referred to lessons derived from nature—
lessons based on salt, water, wind, birds, sheep, lightning, and lilies; lessons that
highlighted reeds bending in the wind, a hen gathering her chicks, the habits of
vultures, and small seeds growing into large plants, as well as seasonal changes
and weather patterns. see Matthew 5:13; 6:25-34; 11:7; 13:31, 32; 16:2, 3; 24:27,
32; Mark 4:26-29, 30-32; 9:50; 13:28; luke 6:43, 44; 7:24; 9:58; 12:24-27, 54-56;
13:18, 19, 34; 14:34, 35; 17:24, 37; 21:29-31; John 3:8; 4:13; 10:4, 5; 12:24; 15:4,
5.
166. Matthew 4:4, 6, 7, 10; 8:4; 12:3-5, 39-42; 16:4; 19:4, 7-9; 21:13; 22:31,
35-40; 23:35; 24:15, 37-39; 26:24, 31; Mark 1:44; 7:6-13; 9:12, 13; 10:2-9; 11:17;
12:10, 26; 13:14; 14:21, 27; luke 4:1-12, 14-21, 24-27; 5:14; 6:3; 7:27; 11:29, 51;
18:31; 17:26-29, 32; 19:46; 20:27-38, 41-44; 24:27, 44; John 3:14, 15; 5:46; 6:32,
45; 7:22, 23.
167. Building a house, illuminating a home, mending clothes, making bread,
hiring workers, and herding animals; from wedding festivities, seating arrangements, laws of inheritance, investments, and hidden treasure; from children
playing in the marketplace, ﬁshermen sorting ﬁsh, a merchant looking for products, a shepherd ﬁnding his sheep, a king planning a war, and farmers planting
seed and eradicating weeds. see Matthew 5:14-16, 38-42; 6:1-8, 16-18, 24; 7:2427; 9:16, 17; 11:16-19; 12:11, 12; 13:1-9, 24-30, 33, 44-48; 15:3-6; 18:12-14; 20:115; 22:1-8; 23:1-7, 16-26, 29-32; 25:1-13, 14-30, 31-46; Mark 2:19, 20, 21, 22;
3:23-27; 4:1-8, 13-20, 21, 22; 7:9-13; luke 5:36-39; 6:46-49; 7:31, 32, 41-43; 8:48, 16-18; 11:5-8, 11, 12, 21, 22, 33, 42-47; 12:6, 7, 16-20, 29, 30, 35-40, 42-48,
57-59; 13:6-9, 15, 20, 21; 14:5, 7-11, 16-24, 28, 29, 31, 32; 15:4-7, 8-10, 11-32;
16:1-8, 13, 19-21; 17:7-10; 18:1-5, 9-13; 19:12-27; 20:9-16, 21-25, 46, 47; 22:25,
31; 10:1-6, 8-13; 12:35; 15:1-3, 6, 13-15; 16:21; 18:36.
168. luke 2:49, nKJv.
169. luke 2:47.
170. Matthew 14:23; 26:36; Mark 1:35; luke 5:16; 6:12; 9:28, 29; 11:1; John
17:11, 20.
171. “Jesus went throughout Galilee, teaching in their synagogues, preaching
the good news of the kingdom, and healing every disease and sickness among the
people” (Matthew 4:23). as with his development (luke 2:52), christ’s ministry
incorporated each of these dimensions: cognitive (teaching in the synagogues), spiritual (preaching the gospel), physical (healing disease), and social (interacting with
the people; see a similar passage in Matthew 9:35, which emphasizes that Jesus
carried out this ministry throughout “all the towns and villages”).
172. John 14:9; 17:6; Matthew 13.
173. Matthew 4:23; 9:35; 13:54; 21:23; 26:55; Mark 1:21; 6:2; 11:15-17; 12:35;
14:49; luke 4:15, 31; 13:10; 19:47; 20:1; 21:37; John 6:59; 7:14, 28.
174. Matthew 5:1, 2; 11:1; Mark 2:13; 4:1, 2; 6:6, 34; luke 5:3, 17-19; 13:22.
175. Matthew 5:1, 2; 11:1; Mark 8:34; 9:31; luke 11:1.
176. Matthew 5:1-3; 14:21; 15:38; Mark 6:44; 8:9; 10:1; luke 5:1-3; 9:14;
10:1, 17; John 6:10.
177. John 3:1-21; 4:5-26.
178. Matthew 9:10-13; 12:14; 14:21; 15:1-9, 38; Mark 5:21; luke 19:1-28;
John 6:9; 7:32-46.
179. Mark 4:33; 9:33-35; luke 8:44-46; John 16:12.
180. Matthew 9:36; 11:29, 30; 14:12, 13; Mark 6:30-32; 49, 50; John 8:10,
11; 11:32-36.
181. Matthew 20:28; John 13:4-17; 3:26-36; 4:1-3.
182. luke 5:33, 34; 19:37-40; 6:22, 23; 10:17-21; 15:4-7; John 3:29; 16:2024; 17:13; 15:4-7; 15:11; 10:10.
183. Mark 1:16-18; luke 5:4-11.
184. Mark 8:31-33; luke 7:37-47.
185. Matthew 16:23; 21:12; 23:13-37; John 2:13-17.
186. Matthew 17:1, 2; 26:36-44; Mark 3:14; John 1:38, 39; 21:4, 12.
187. Matthew 8:3; 18:10, 14; 19:10, 11, 13, 14; 25:40; Mark 9:42; 12:4144; luke 9:46-48; 19:5-7; John 4:40.
188. Matthew 14:23; 26:36; Mark 1:35; luke 5:16; 6:12; 9:28, 29; 11:1;
John 17:11, 20.
189. see, for example, luke 4:16-21 and 24:27, 32. in his teaching, christ
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used scripture to initiate thought (luke 10:26), expand concepts (Mark 9:12),
clarify meaning (Matthew 5:27, 28), create connections (luke 20:17), understand the past (luke 24:26, 27), visualize the future (luke 24:44), and give a
call to action (luke 11:17).
190. luke 12:22-31; Matthew 16:24-27; 23:23.
191. Mark 10:2-9; Matthew 5:21-44.
192. Matthew 20:28.
193. Mark 14:8, 9; Matthew 28:19, 20.
194. Matthew 17:25; 18:12; 22:42; 21:28.
195. Matthew 22:29; John 8:32; 14:7.
196. Matthew 13:23; Mark 7:14; John 13:12; luke 24:45.
197. luke 10:29, 36; 6:36; Matthew 10:16; luke 12:40.
198. Matthew 5:16; John 13:17; Matthew 7:21; also Matthew 16:27.
199. Matthew 13:34; 7:16; 9:16, 17; 15:14; 24:43, 44.
200. Mark 4:33, 34.
201. luke 13:1-5; 10:30.
202. Mark 2:23-26; 12:26; luke 11:50, 51.
203. Matthew 11:16-19; 23:27, 28; 24:32, 33; 23:37.
204. Mark 12:13-17; 11:13-23; luke 12:24-27; Matthew 26:26-28.
205. Matthew 11:2-5; John 13:4, 5, 12-17.
206. Matthew 13:11-52.
207. Matthew 11:7-9; 14:31; 16:9, 10, 13-15; Mark 5:30; luke 13:14-16;
John 4:35.
208. Matthew 7:24-27; 25:1-4; 21:13.
209. Matthew 20:26, 27; luke 17:33; Mark 10:31; Matthew 11:11.
210. luke 18:25; Matthew 23:24; luke 6:41, 42.
211. Matthew 17:24-27; Mark 5:18-20.
212. Matthew 21:28-31; luke 9:12, 13.
213. Mark 6:7-13; luke 10:1; Mark 6:30.
214. Matthew 7:28, 29; Mark 6:2, 3; Matthew 9:33.
215. luke 13:17; John 7:32, 45, 46; luke 24:32.
216. Matthew 28:19, 20. it is perhaps signiﬁcant that the term “make disciples” (μ
) is the imperative in this passage and constitutes the focus
of the gospel commission.
217. acts 8:26-39.
218. 2 Timothy 1:5; 3:15.
219. acts 16; 1 Timothy 4:11; 6:2.
220. 1 Timothy 4:12; 6:6-11.
221. 1 Timothy 4:13, 14.
222. Titus 2:1-10, 15.
223. at the onset, the apostles taught in the temple court (acts 5:21, 42).
at a later time, Paul would often teach in the synagogues, in other public venues, such as the areopagus and the school of Tyrannus, and in private homes
(acts 5:42; 13:42; 14:1; 17:2, 17, 19; 18:4, 7; 19:9; 20:20). at times, instruction
would take place in a natural setting, such as beside the river in Philippi or
in the wilderness of Gaza (acts 8:26; 16:13). examples of the family setting
may be found in acts 16:1 and 2 Timothy 1:5; 3:15.
224. acts 21:21; 26:1-28; 1 Timothy 2:7; 2 Timothy 1:11; 3:15; Titus 2:1-10.
225. acts 21:28.
226. acts 2:42; 18:25; 28:31; 2 Timothy 1:11. one of the qualiﬁcations of
a bishop, for instance, was the ability to teach (1 Timothy 3:2). similarly, a
portion of the work of church elders was found in teaching (1 Timothy 5:17).
227. romans 15:14; ephesians 6:4; Titus 2:3, 4.
228. acts 5:42; 13:1; 15:35; romans 12:6-7; 1 corinthians 12:28, 29; 1
Timothy 4:13; 5:17; James 3:1. Paul, for example, in describing christ’s gifts
to the church, clariﬁes that the ministry of pastor and teacher is given to the
same individuals (ephesians 4:11).
229. romans 2:20-22; 1 corinthians 14:19; Galatians 6:6; hebrews 5:12,
13; 1 Timothy 1:7; 2 John 7-10.
230. acts 5:25; 18:25; 28:31; 2 Timothy 2:2, 24.
231. acts 4:18; 1 corinthians 3:9; 1 Thessalonians 4:2. false teachers, by
contrast, would teach merely what others wanted to hear (2 Timothy 4:3). They
would subtly introduce heresies, or would teach to exploit others or for mere
ﬁnancial gain (1 Timothy 1, 6; Titus 1:11; 2 Peter 2:1, 3; revelation 2:20).
232. acts 18:11; 1 Timothy 6:3; 2 Timothy 3:16; 4:3. Parents, for example,
were to bring up their children “in the training and instruction of the lord”
(ephesians 6:4).
233. 1 Timothy 4:10, 11; revelation 14:6.
234. ephesians 4:12; 1 Thessalonians 4:1; 1 Timothy 6:2.
235. acts 12:25; 15:37; 16:1-3; 1 corinthians 4:17; 14:31; 2 Thessalonians
2:15; 2 Timothy 1:13; 4:11.
236. acts 6; 18:2, 3; 20:34; ephesians 4:28; Philippians 4:3; colossians
3:16; 1 Thessalonians 4:11; 2 Thessalonians 3:6.
237. acts 2:42. The learning experience encouraged them to “to live self-
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controlled, upright and godly lives” (Titus 2:12).
238. acts 2:41, 47; 5:14; 11:24; 13:12; 17:6.
239. isaiah 64:4; 1 corinthians 2:9. This setting was planned since “the
foundation of the world” (Matthew 25:34, KJv) and prepared by christ himself (John 14:1-3).
240. hebrews 11:10, 16; 13:14; revelation 21:1, 2.
241. its brilliance is “like that of a very precious jewel, like a jasper, clear
as crystal” (revelation 21:11). its foundations are decorated with precious
stones. its gates are of pearl and its streets of gold, “pure as transparent glass”
(revelation 21:2, 19, 21).
242. Psalm 23:6; John 14:2; revelation 21:23. The city, however, does not
contain a temple, “because the lord God almighty and the lamb are its temple” (revelation 21:22).
243. isaiah 35:1; 55:13.
244. isaiah 11:6, 9; 32:18; 60:18; 65:25; 2 Peter 3:13.
245. isaiah 52:6.
246. revelation 14:4.
247. revelation 7:17; 21:3; 22:4, 17.
248. colossians 2:3.
249. revelation 5:9; 7:9.
250. Psalm 24:3, 4; Matthew 5:8.
251. isaiah 60:21; Matthew 25:46; ephesians 5:5; revelation 22:15.
252. Jude 24; revelation 2:7, 17; 15:2; 21:27.
253. students in the schools of earth longed to see God face to face and to
know him more fully. Job, for example, asserted, “‘i know that my redeemer
lives, and that in the end he will stand on the earth. and after my skin has
been destroyed, yet in my ﬂesh i will see God. i myself will see him with my
own eyes—i, and not another. how my heart yearns within me!’” (Job 19:2527). in the school of heaven that desire is fulﬁlled—they will see “the king in
his beauty” (isaiah 33:17). like enoch, the students will walk with God, and
will “see him as he is” (1 John 3:2, see also Genesis 5:22-24; revelation 3:4).
christ himself will reveal to them “the knowledge of the lord” and “the manifold wisdom of God” (isaiah 11:9; ephesians 3:10).
254. Job 38; Psalm 119:89; revelation 15:3. The overarching conclusion of
their research will be, “‘You alone are the lord. You made the heavens, even
the highest heavens, and all their starry host, the earth and all that is on it, the
seas and all that is in them. You give life to everything’” (nehemiah 9:6).
255. ephesians 2:6, 7. as the redeemed glimpse the depths of the love of
God and new dimensions of the sacriﬁce made in their behalf, they exclaim,
“‘Worthy is the lamb, who was slain, to receive power and wealth and wisdom
and strength and honor and glory and praise!’” (revelation 5:12). “To him who
loves us and has freed us from our sins by his blood, and has made us to be a
kingdom and priests to serve his God and father—to him be glory and power
for ever and ever!” (revelation 1:5, 6). for the students in heaven’s school, the
character and acts of God are forever vindicated. They cry out with afﬁrmation,
“‘hallelujah! salvation and glory and power belong to our God, for true and
just are his judgments’” (revelation 19:1, 2). “‘salvation belongs to our God,
who sits on the throne, and to the lamb’” (revelation 7:10).
256. isaiah 65:21, 22.
257. Psalm 87:7; isaiah 14:7; 24:14; 35:10; 51:3; revelation 15:2. These
musical experiences, both vocal and instrumental, not only involve skilled
performance but creative composition (revelation 5:9; 14:2, 3; 15:2-4).
258. in the school of heaven, service is not merely an event, but a way of
life. “They are before the throne of God and serve him day and night” (revelation 7:15). see also Psalm 103:21; revelation 1:6; 22:3.
259. This theme of worship and praise permeates the school and each of its activities (Psalm 103:21; 113:3; 145:10; 148:2; isaiah 60:18; 61:11; revelation 1:5, 6;
5:13). There are, however, special occasions of celebration (revelation 19:6-9).
260. 1 corinthians 13:12.
261. They partake of the leaves of the tree of life, which are “for the healing
of the nations” (revelation 22:2). They kneel together “before the father, from
whom every family in heaven and on earth derives its name” (ephesians 3:15).
262. 1 corinthians 6:2. see also luke 22:29 and 30 and revelation 20:4 to 6.
263. “‘You are my witnesses,’ declares the lord” (isaiah 43:12, italics supplied).
264. revelation 15:3, 4; also Psalm 29:9.
265. nahum 1:9, nKJv.
266. isaiah 35:10.
267. Psalm 16:11; Matthew 25:21.
268. isaiah 51:3; 65:17, 18.
269. isaiah 49:10; 65:19; revelation 7:16, 17; 21:4.
270. John 10:28.
271. Job 3:17.
272. luke 20:36.
273. Malachi 4:2.
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Scriptural
Foundations
for Academic
Disciplines:
A Biblical Theme Approach

hrough its grand themes, the
Bible presents a foundation
for learning in all disciplines.1 Biblical themes are
as applicable to professional
training programs as to learning in the
humanities, sciences, the arts, and
technical/vocational areas. The purpose of this article is to introduce 12
grand biblical themes that provide
relevant scriptural foundations for
curriculum in seventh-day adventist
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education. The themes introduced
here can permeate the curriculum
at all levels. interweaving these
themes with learning also offers the
potential to strengthen the way in
which seventh-day adventist education differentiates itself from other
educational systems.
This article is divided into three
sections. first, it explains how particular biblical themes were selected
for consideration. second, it summarizes each theme. Third, it provides
examples of how these themes can be

M I C H A E L

E .

applied in the teaching/learning
process.

How the Themes Were Selected
identifying biblical themes involved
a process of scanning broad sections
of scripture looking for patterns of
thought relating to a single content
area.2 slowly, over time, a pattern
began to emerge as i studied the implications for teaching and learning.
Then in 2012, while waiting in an
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auditorium in Bloemfontein, south
africa, for my turn to give a presentation on the biblical foundations for
learning, i experienced a conceptual
“ah hah!” moment as a pattern became apparent: collectively, Bible
writers appear to use some themes in
common as they reﬂect on the character of God, the person and work of the
Messiah Jesus christ, and when giving
guidelines for human conduct. (see
figure 1.)
• The character of God. Many times,
the elements of God’s character are
mentioned explicitly; other times, the
Bible writers describe God’s character
in action. The restoration of the image
of God is a process of divine re-creation but involves the cooperation of
persons in community who intend to
imitate the character of God in all
contexts of life.3 in addition to his
explicit call for imitation, Paul presents this process as putting on “the
new self,”4 a transformation process,5
letting the word of christ dwell in us,6
and having christ live in us.7 The process of renewal is described in other
ways in scripture, too: letting the
law, the transcript of God’s character,
restore us8; beholding God’s character
and becoming changed.9 it is argued
here that if the imitation of God’s
character is relevant to humans, it
must be relevant regardless of social
context or of particular activities. it
must also be broadly relevant to the
curriculum in an educational institution.
• The identity of Jesus Christ and
His work. The central ﬁgure of
scripture, it can be argued, is Jesus
christ. The clearest visible expression
of God’s character is Jesus christ,
his identity, and his work.10 We are
encouraged to develop a personal relationship with him, but the Person
with whom we have this relationship
is not just any person. he is God
incarnate, in action! To build a christcentered curriculum, elements of who
Jesus is and what he has accomplished must be interwoven into the
curriculum. as a group, the themes

Figure 1.
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discussed are one way to keep Jesus
central in curriculum planning since,
collectively, they reveal who he is and
what he is all about.
• The believer’s conduct. Theory
must translate into practical action.11
scripture is not lacking in this regard,
although it does not address human
actions in every social context. But
there are themes of scripture that
serve as signposts indicating the
direction that actions should take.

These signposts, consistent with the
character of God, can be emulated in
action and are related to the identity
of Jesus christ.12 interestingly, most of
the themes explored in this article are
action-oriented themes in the Bible.
By surveying the scripture record
and applying these study criteria, the
themes listed below can be observed
as common to all three criteria.13
More than mere words that appear
hundreds of times in scripture, the

Great Controversy

Justice

Creation

Righteousness

Holiness

Truth (faithfulness in action)

Covenant

Wisdom

Shalom (flourishing life in all dimensions)

Lovingkindness (abiding loyalty)

Sabbath

Redemption
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words carry a load of content that
represent the warp and woof threads
of the Bible’s message. The rich,
theological meaning of the concepts
provides a biblical foundation for
curriculum.
These themes are grounded in the
writings of Moses, which are extended
and further developed throughout the
Bible. Moses provided the ﬁrst content
to the ideas, and other writers added
richness and nuances by applying them
to different situations. The themes are
present in biblical narratives, historical
accounts, teachings, poetry, the
writings of the psalms, proverbs, and
prophets, and in apocalyptic literature.
references to the ideas embedded
in these themes appear hundreds of
times in the Bible. additionally, i have
found more than 570 times where
multiple themes appear together in
clusters. The appearance of these
themes in clusters occurs in at least
59 of the 66 books of the Bible. one
example of four grand themes appearing together is found in Psalm 89:14
where King david provides a succinct
description of how God’s character is
revealed in his way of governing:
“righteousness and justice are the
foundation of Your throne; lovingkindness and truth go before You”
(nasB).14
in another example, King solomon
connects particular elements of God’s
character, namely his lovingkindness
(from the hebrew word hesed) and
truth (from the hebrew word emeth)
with the success of an earthly political
ruler, the king: “loyalty [hesed] and
truth [emeth] preserve the king, and he
upholds his throne by righteousness
[hesed]” (Proverbs 20:28). in this example, solomon uses repetition to
reinforce the point that loyalty and
faithfulness are key qualities of a toplevel leader. as will be illustrated below, this has potential for application
in a variety of ﬁelds of study.
in the new Testament, we also ﬁnd
examples of themes presented in
clusters. here is one where Paul presents the identity of Jesus christ in
terms of themes that originate from
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old Testament writers: “But by his
doing you are in christ Jesus, who
became to us wisdom from God, and
righteousness and sanctiﬁcation, and
redemption” (1 corinthians 1:30).
The conduct of believers is
presented throughout scripture and
sometimes in clusters of grand
themes. one familiar example of a
cluster of themes appearing together
and pointing the way for human
behavior is found in ephesians 6:1315: “Therefore, take up the full armor
of God, so that you will be able to
resist in the evil day, and having done
everything, to stand ﬁrm. stand ﬁrm
therefore, having girded your loins
with truth, and having put on the
breastplate of righteousness, and
having shod your feet with the
preparation of the gospel of peace.”
The grand themes considered here
are the capsules carrying the central
messages of the Bible. They are relevant to social relationships and our
connection with the physical environment. They assume the validity
of the created material world, the
practical dimensions of life, and the
economic dynamics in society. They
apply to many pursuits of life, both

vocational and avocational.
To beneﬁt from this introduction,
the reader is encouraged to study each
theme more deeply with the goal of
more fully understanding the richly
textured ideas that each theme contains. for some not trained in biblical
studies, this may be a challenge. it can
take time for the insights from these
themes to take hold! Because of the
many ways that each theme is used by
various scripture writers, the themes
themselves defy oversimpliﬁcation.
There appears to be no substitute for
the study required to become steeped
in biblical thematic thinking.
accordingly, because of space
limitations, what follows is an
abridged description of each theme.
scripture passages that mention a
theme in connection with the character of God, the identity of Jesus
christ, and the conduct of the believer
are given an endnote for each subheading.15 Thus, this is not a traditional proof-text approach, but
rather a collection of biblical examples
of where the Bible writers themselves
employ one or more of these themes.
(see figure 2.)

Figure 2.
The Great Controversy Between God and Satan
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The Great Controversy16
on one side of the great cosmic
conﬂict we ﬁnd God and how he
manages when his creatures disagree
with his plan for a ﬂourishing life. in
this Great controversy, God is the life
Giver and sustainer of communities.
he encourages freedom but not absolute autonomy, which would lead to
chaos and anarchy. he desires for all
humans a ﬂourishing, abundant life.
God is compassionate even to those
who reject him. he heals and reconciles. his authority is founded on
character traits of wisdom, truth,
righteousness, justice, lovingkindness,
and redemption. he judges without
bias, and provides no cause to discredit his authority.
We ﬁnd on the other side of the
conﬂict God’s chief adversary, satan.
he deceives and oppresses. using the
negative politics of discredit, without
cause other than his own ambition,
he incites questions regarding God’s
character. he falsely claims that God
doesn’t tell the truth and insinuates
that God’s commands are too burdensome. Things that outﬁt us for our
part in the cosmic struggle include
several themes introduced here: truth,
righteousness, faithfulness, shalom,
and redemption.17
Creation18
The sanctity of life and the moral
authority of God were established at
creation. creation is the ﬁrst event
where humans were chosen to be a
blessing to others. everything that
humans do in service to others
involves something that came directly
from the hand of christ the creatorredeemer. The creator gave humans
the commission to work as rulers and
servants. Through these dual roles, we
can be co-workers with God in realizing the full potential of the earth’s
fruitfulness. Thus, the earth with its
resources is not merely something to
exploit for proﬁt; the earth is holy, set
apart for life-sustaining service to

The ultimate purpose of a covenant
relationship is to promote a life of well-being
in the community. A succinct description of
ideal covenant relationships is given in the
form of gracious guidelines for a flourishing
life found in the Ten Commandments.

God. Throughout the Bible, the theme
of creation is transformed into the
theme of re-creation and restoration.
soon after creation, we learn that
restoration is needed. This restoration
becomes one of the goals of God’s
plan of redemption and the great
object of life.19 The Bible concludes
when God creates a new heaven and
earth after the ﬁnal scenes of the
cosmic conﬂict.

Holiness20
holiness in scripture refers to a
fundamental element of God’s character. God is so far from sin and evil that
he cannot tolerate it. his holiness
drives him to act with justice toward
evil. Paradoxically, it is his holiness
that infuses his love with actions of
grace toward us. faithfulness and
trustworthiness to fulﬁll his promises
also are expressions of his holiness.
God’s desire to be with people is so
great that it drove him to send his
son, Jesus christ, who is a supreme
expression of holiness.
humans cannot of their own power
attain absolute moral purity. People
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are called holy only as they enter a relationship with God, who is holy.21 accordingly, all God’s people are holy,
not because they are morally pure but
because they respond to God’s call to
follow him, to trust his faithfulness.
The scriptural idea of holiness also encompasses the depth and totality of
commitment to God. it refers to being
set apart or consecrated for service to
God.22 holiness from this relationship
will penetrate every endeavor of life.
Believers have a role in working, creating, teaching, supervising, building,
restoring, caring, buying, and selling
in ways that demonstrate God’s character. This requires managing the call
to holiness, which paradoxically sets
us apart from the world for a distinct
service, but also calls us to the world
for service.

Covenant Relationships23
The ultimate purpose of a covenant
relationship is to promote a life of
well-being in the community. a succinct description of ideal covenant
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relationships is given in the form of
gracious guidelines for a ﬂourishing
life found in the Ten commandments.24 The most visible demonstration of the walk toward full well-being
is that of Jesus christ. covenant relationships reveal the character of the
participants. a covenant relationship
is established so that those involved
can be a blessing to others. covenants
are for nourishing interdependent
relationships with others and with the
wider community, not only for the
present, but also for the long term.
covenants provide a means by which
at least one participant can act in a
redemptive way when the relationship
is in need of reconciliation. a
covenant relationship involves not just
general, vague commitments but also
speciﬁc commitments to particular
actions. True obedience to the
commandments comes not from the
burdened sense of need to fulﬁll an
arbitrary list of rules. in the Bible,
walking in obedience to the commandments is a walk of freedom
toward ﬂourishing life, a walk guided
by the restoration process and empowered by God’s spirit.

Shalom (Flourishing Life in All
Dimensions)25
This theme is sometimes expressed
in the english translations of the Bible
using the words peace, welfare, and
similar terms. God’s plan for humans
at creation was for them to experience
complete well-being in all its dimensions: a close relationship with him,
social harmony with others, physical
and mental health, as well as international peace and prosperity for the
community. This means living not
only to serve self-interests but also to
serve the interests of others. This
experience came to be called shalom
(peace). after sin the covenant principles contained in the Ten commandments are God’s prescription for
how to walk with God and with one
another along the journey toward
shalom.26 The law is prophetic of
God’s promises of well-being. More
than one Bible writer encourages us to
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pursue the blessings of shalom that
come from God.27 followers of God
are called to extend the blessings of
shalom to others. it is in serving
others that the blessings accrue to
ourselves. even when one person or
one organization cannot create wellbeing for an entire community, a
person can create a taste of shalom for
some.

Sabbath28
sabbath is not just a doctrine. The
pinnacle of covenant relationships in
the Bible is the sabbath. The weekly
sabbath offers a taste of shalom to all
who keep it. sabbath is a brief, weekly
return to an eden-like existence.
When eden was disrupted by sin, the
hidden potential of sabbath was revealed: spending time with God and
laying aside the burdens of economic
pursuits. The sabbath day enables humans to continually renounce human
autonomy and acknowledge God’s
lordship in our life. The weekly sabbath is inseparable from and interdependent with work and the pursuit of
shalom. one might even say that sabbath might lose some of its meaning if
on the other six days no work was
done. Work loses some of its meaning
when what the sabbath stands for is
ignored or rejected. accordingly, we
are called to foster both work to sustain human life and contentment in
God’s faithfulness. We take sabbath
principles with us wherever we go.
sabbath is primarily about our living in a relationship with God resting
from our daily work of being co-laborers with God in sustaining one another. it involves resting in the joy of
God’s great gifts at creation and redemption, and resting in God’s faithfulness in christ on our behalf, which
is sufﬁcient for our salvation. sabbath
also involves resting in the hope that
one day the shalom of eden will be restored at the consummation of the
Bible story.

Justice29
We often reduce the idea of justice
to a matter of fair play. The Great controversy story’s idea of justice is
broader, encompassing all aspects of
responsibilities to our fellow human
beings and to God. in the Bible whenever a person fulﬁls his or her obligations, that person is behaving justly.
Justice is the actions that a person
takes to honor the rights of others. We
pursue covenant relationships together, requiring that persons in authority treat those under their authority with fairness.
even strangers should be allowed
to participate in the beneﬁts of justice.
in the Bible, justice is an active distribution system. not merely the domain
of the ofﬁcial court system, justice
must go throughout the land. it is to
ﬂow down from those in high authority toward those with low authority
and continue like a life-giving stream
until it reaches the most vulnerable
and needy. Justice must nourish
everyone in the community, including
enemies and strangers. all followers of
God are called to contribute to justice
in the social groups with which they
interact. We must use technology in
ways that foster justice rather than
taking advantage of others. The faithful courageously intervene to correct
injustices.
Righteousness30
it should be evident by now how
much these themes overlap. each
presents a different facet of a unity of
thought in the Bible. accordingly, the
theme of righteousness is sometimes
intertwined with and used as a synonym for other themes such as justice,
lovingkindness, and redemption.
righteousness means to be straight
and ﬁrm or steel-like rather than
slack.31 God is the source of righteousness. humans are called upon to imitate God’s behavior in community.
God’s actions show his faithfulness to
his promises; these actions are the
standard of righteousness. righteous
or unrighteous behavior is evaluated
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by the faith community in terms of
the Ten commandments. actions that
promote justice are righteous. While
humans are called upon to behave
righteously with one another, true
righteousness is an action-gift of God.

Truth (Faithfulness in Action)32
at a superﬁcial level, we think
“truth” means telling the truth instead
of being deceptive or embracing right
rather than false doctrines. But the
biblical idea of truth is not limited to
the pursuit of the abstract idea of
truthfulness of information, correct
beliefs, or integrity of speech.33 Truth
also includes a more profound meaning that is important in every academic discipline. The Bible concept of
truth means faithfulness of action in a
relationship. Truth means that there is
a close correspondence between our
actions and what others expect from
us in light of the principles of the
covenant when we are tested by time
and circumstances. in other words,
truth means that we are who we say
we are: faithful in covenant relationships.34
in contemporary terms, truth involves living a trustworthy life without hypocrisy. Truth means ensuring
that all our actions have lasting reliability and our actions are a reliable
indicator of what we stand for in relationship to God’s character. in essence, advancing truth means advancing the cause of faithfulness to
commitments in and around the community.
Wisdom35
Wisdom means being ﬁrm and
well-grounded—ﬁrst in God’s faithfulness and second in the business of living life, celebrating all the good that
God has given us and pursuing all that
contributes to true shalom. Wisdom
is a mediator of God’s blessings of
shalom. since shalom is designed as a

community experience, wisdom is for
sharing! it involves lifelong learning in
community.
The practical knowledge dimension
of wisdom cannot be understood apart
from its relationship to covenant and
redemption. humans on their own are
limited in their ability to gather true
wisdom for all of life. Wisdom, like
shalom, encompasses all dimensions
of life envisioned in covenant relationships. Wisdom is the ability to consider something diligently or closely
and thereby gain insight. The wise
person becomes adept at dealing with
all things material not for their own
sake but for the sake of pursuing
shalom. closely related to wisdom is
the idea of careful discretion when applying knowledge to everyday life.
Prudence, the sibling of wisdom, is
also an action concept. Prudence is,
among other things, the ability to keep
oneself from being misled, an important dimension of participating in the
pursuit of shalom.

Lovingkindness (Abiding Loyalty)36
of what value is a relationship to
either party if the main emphasis is on
following arbitrary rules? not much in
the long run. Without lovingkindness,
covenant relations would disintegrate.
like a ﬁnely cut diamond, biblical
lovingkindness has many aspects. We
cannot limit the biblical idea of love to
merely a feeling of affection toward
someone. While there is plenty of evidence in the Bible that God feels compassion toward humans, the central
idea of biblical lovingkindness is abiding loyalty, a bond of kinship stronger
than any other connection. like the
theme of truth, lovingkindness is an
action word. We show loyalty in action. When david observed God’s action toward his people, he exclaimed
that the whole earth was full of God’s
abiding loyalty. one reason that the
whole earth is full of God’s loving
kindness is that justice is allowed to
move on its pathway throughout the
community. if we deeply desire the experience of shalom, we will pursue
abiding loyalty in our relationships.37
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Redemption38
redemption in the Bible story
means to act on this kinship loyalty
bond as a kinsman to buy back,
ransom, liberate, rescue or save.39
Through his actions of redemption
God provided a means of reconciliation and transformation. Transformation is possible only through the faithfulness and the power of God. When
acting for redemption, God came close
to those needing a restored relationship. he encourages and empowers
rather than coerces. redemption accomplished by Jesus christ is not limited just to spiritual forgiveness of
sins; it includes the whole earth.40
ultimately, redemption involves the
process (and result) of completely
restoring all dimensions of shalom on
a new earth. in our sphere we are
commissioned to be agents of redemption by showing God’s power in our
lives through actions and by sharing
with others the gospel.
While the themes can be comprehended individually, the full understanding of each requires understanding the others. scripture themes
presented here are interrelated,
interwoven, and interdependent.
covenant is interrelated with lovingkindness, truth, wisdom and shalom.
in wisdom we see a close connection
with covenant. Justice is connected
with shalom, covenant, and lovingkindness. in sabbath and creation we
ﬁnd elements of shalom. The Great
controversy theme intersects with the
other themes. each theme deserves a
complete exploration of its richness in
order to see how it might be useful in
any particular part of the curriculum.
Using the Themes in the Classroom
Biblical themes are a valid source
for curriculum design in an educational program that seeks to be
founded on scripture. The next section
of this article provides a series of
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examples of how biblical themes can
be interwoven through all traditional
elements of the curriculum, including
learning goals, course content,
teaching/learning methods, and
assessment.
• Learning goals. incorporating a
biblical theme as one of the learning
goals might be a natural starting place
when considering biblical themes as a
foundation for learning. for example,
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the biblical theme of faithfulness
(often translated into english in the
Bible as “truth”) might be incorporated in the following learning goal
in a literature course (or a degree
program): “Students will be able to
describe how they understand the
significance of ____________ (identify
the biblical theme) in life experience

as represented by selected works of
literature.” such a learning goal can
be implemented at various levels:
from one unit of study, one course, or
one year, to larger-scale applications,
spread over multiple years, for a
whole degree program.
With this learning goal guiding the
teaching-learning process, students
and instructors can collaboratively
explore multiple passages of scripture
in which the concept of truth is
central. over time, they can then
collect and synthesize their learning
about the theme as one aspect of
God’s character, as a key element of
the work of Jesus christ, and as an
eternal truth; they can then discuss
how these themes, when put into
action, foster ﬂourishing life together
in community. When difﬁculties arise
with the practical implementation of
the concept, this will provide students
and instructors with an opportunity to
develop careful thinking skills.
• Course content. There is insufﬁcient time to teach everything
about every subject relevant to every
grade level and degree program. as
instructors, we make trade-off-prone
choices when selecting content to
achieve learning goals. several
questions that will help the instructor
identify the basis of the course are
these: Which biblical themes are important in the context of what my
students are learning? What content, if
incorporated, would provide a natural
bridge to help students establish their
learning on a scriptural foundation?
What content, viewed as important by
experts in the field, needs to be reviewed in light of one or more biblical
themes?
for example, in a business-degree
program where applied economics is
taught, the dominant secular perspective needs to be explored in the
context of a biblical view: is it ever
appropriate for a ﬁrm to exist entirely
for the purpose of maximizing
economic value for shareholders?
here, for the instructor who wishes
to offer a biblical foundation for students, the traditional egoist
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perspective in business ﬁnance can be
contrasted with the biblical themes of
shalom, truth, covenant, wisdom, and
other values. The instructor can lead
students in a discussion of the ethical,
legal, and social complexities, the
competing goals that exist when the
needs of shareholders and the needs
of others are considered in light of the
biblical principles of community
ﬂourishing.
The bigger purpose of a ﬁeld of
study or a profession can be explored
in terms of one or more biblical
themes. Teachers and students thus
have an opportunity to explore the
implications of the themes for a
variety of vocational activities. for
example, the theme of wisdom has
potential application in terms of
purpose in the arts, sciences, humanities, and professions. The purpose of
a profession can be seen as part of a
social institution that takes responsibility for gathering and preserving
marketplace wisdom that contributes
to faithful, loyal relationships. as the
profession contributes to faithfulness
and loyalty, it also fosters human
ﬂourishing.
The Bible is not an encyclopedia of
knowledge for all academic disciplines. it is difﬁcult to teach contemporary course content directly
from scripture for some subject
content such as mathematics, biochemistry, physics, social work, and
many other disciplines. however,
biblical themes can be used as the
deep frameworks within which to
understand the signiﬁcance of discipline-speciﬁc content.
for example, the ﬁve senses
(hearing, sight, touch, smell, and
taste) can be approached more
broadly than the way they might be
traditionally addressed in an anatomy
and physiology course. The human
hand and eye, each by itself a wonder of creation, are both functional
primarily in a social context. each has
the potential for nurturing covenant
relationships or in other ways con-

Direct application of the rich concepts
embedded in biblical themes can be made in
some cases. The themes of loyalty and
faithfulness provide an opportunity to explore
with students why these are so important in
the work of a manager, accountant, physician,
elementary teacher, nurse, electrician,
therapist, pilot, researcher, and scores of
other vocations.

tributing to ﬂourishing life.
accordingly, addressing the nature
of covenant relationships from the
biblical point of view and how the
human anatomy is designed to work
with God’s plan for ﬂourishing offers
the student a deep foundation for
studying the technical elements of the
human body. humans were designed
by God to contribute together for
ﬂourishing. Grounding the class
content in the biblical perspective
offers a natural opportunity for explicit
worship to the creator in the context
of a life-science course.
direct application of the rich concepts embedded in biblical themes can
be made in some cases. The themes of
loyalty and faithfulness provide an
opportunity to explore with students
why these are so important in the work
of a manager, accountant, physician,
elementary teacher, nurse, electrician,
therapist, pilot, researcher, and scores
of other vocations. reﬂective judgment
and careful thinking can be enhanced
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as the students and instructor explore
various ways that loyalty and faithfulness are expressed by leaders as well
as the tensions that leaders face when
there are multiple loyalties at stake or
when contingencies arise that make it
difﬁcult to be faithful to one’s promises.
one of the most obvious places for
direct application of biblical themes is
in considering the ethical behavior
related to a particular ﬁeld of study or
professional service into which
students are preparing to enter.
• Teaching-learning methods.
learning can be promoted by using
scriptural themes (and in some cases,
the narratives in which they are embedded) as examples of course content.
students can be asked to think of Bible
stories that prima facie illustrate an
element of the course content.
another use of biblical themes:
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helping students gain a deeper understanding of the person and work of
Jesus christ, which can result in a
deeper commitment and, perhaps,
more consistency of lifestyle. for
example, we can see the wisdom of
Jesus as he answers the tricky
questions posed by scribes and Pharisees, and from this learn lessons for
handling our own relationships with
others. But, at a deeper level, understanding the nuances of the biblical
concept of wisdom (when considering
its many uses across various Bible
writers) can lead us to more unreservedly worship Jesus christ, who
embodies the Wisdom of God in the
particular ways that he designed
creation, the richness of the wisdom
of God in the design of all Ten commandments, which contribute to a
ﬂourishing life, and the encompassing
mercy of God in sending Jesus christ
to be the fulﬁllment of the great plan
of salvation.
When the deeper signiﬁcance of a
biblical theme surfaces in the classroom and points in an obvious way to
the work of Jesus christ, this can
spark a time of corporate worship. if
done multiple times throughout a
course and then spread throughout the
curriculum in a degree program, students will understand that worship is
not limited to religious activities
performed in a church building, but
rather something that can be experienced throughout the human lifetime.
learning experiences can incorporate biblical themes in a variety of
ways. The instructor might lead in
discussions or debates where an
eternal truth embedded in one of the
biblical themes is a central concern.
students can write a personal reﬂection paper in which they consider
the personal implications of both
course content and the essence of a
biblical theme for their life in a speciﬁc context. a term paper assignment
can ask students to reﬂect on the
implications of one of the themes for
society as a whole or to provide examples of how a particular biblical
theme functions in a given profession
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or other human activity relevant to the
course. When integrative cases are
assigned to help students pull together
a variety of perspectives on a realworld situation, one or more biblical
themes can be brought into the
discussion to help them explore how
faith is lived in the context of that
particular case.
• Assessment. Through assessment, we signal to students what is
important. if the biblical perspective is
left out of assessment, what signal is
being given? assessment ties together
the learning goals, the course content,
and the teaching-learning activities.
for example, using an objective assessment device, the instructor can
evaluate how well students understand the content of one or more
particular biblical themes relevant to
the particular course. or students can
be asked to describe the signiﬁcance
of a particular theme in terms of the
course content. evaluation of personal
commitment to the central ideas embedded in one or more biblical themes
might be an appropriate assessment of
an affective learning goal in some
courses. or in an essay exam or term
paper, the instructor might evaluate
students’ ability to synthesize complex
thinking regarding one or more eternal
truths relevant to the big questions in
the ﬁeld of study.
as scriptural thinking saturates the
minds of administrators, teachers, and
students, it will contribute to the
teaching and learning process. These
themes can form the basis of a personal philosophy of teaching and
learning, allowing the teacher, student, or administrator to shape a personal worldview using the tapestry of
biblical themes.
The usefulness of biblical themes is
not limited to addressing theoretical
questions. These themes can elevate
the thoughts and emotions, unlock the

imagination, and enhance critical
thinking. Many of the themes are
action oriented, which provides the
scholar with the opportunity to
explore their implications for ethical
conduct. The themes may also be
useful to evaluate contemporary
theories and shape a research agenda.

Additional Thoughts to Consider When
Applying the Themes
from an education point of view,
these themes collectively apply to a
variety of academic disciplines and
educational endeavors. When even
one of these themes is used as the
foundation for curriculum, the instructor can be assured that it has
roots in the character of God and the
the identity of Jesus christ as well as
direct implications for our conduct.
These themes seem relevant for
curricular, co-curricular and extracurricular activities. They are relevant
to classroom instruction, student assignments, internships, student clubs
and organizations, student employment on campus, and study tours.
They are relevant to the work of
Boards of Trustees and administrative teams charged with oversight
responsibilities. They can potentially
comprise the core of the biblical
worldview for any human profession
or endeavor.
each theme may not be readily applicable for every course, at all grade
levels; however, as a collection, they
are broadly useful. further, the richness of some of the themes may not
be as intellectually accessible to
younger students as they might be for
graduate students. however, it is possible to teach the idea of loyalty to 1st
graders just as easily as to teach the
same concept to secondary-level or
postgraduate students. in graduate
school, the deeper nuances of thought
and application of what loyalty means
in complex relationships might be
more appropriately explored, since the
students are more likely to be ready
for such dialogue.
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Conclusion
revising the educational curricula
using these and other biblical themes
contributes to the great object of education: the restoration of the image
of God in humans.41 Whether integrated into the multiple subjects of
an elementary school curriculum,
throughout an undergraduate program, or across multiple years of study
in one subject area, students and
faculty alike will learn to see the deep
implications of these themes. The
more extensively these themes
permeate the curriculum, the more
power they will have.
Practically, there are enough of
these biblical themes to share
throughout the curriculum at all
levels. as instructors become captivated by the signiﬁcance of the
themes and the deeper thinking each
represents, they may ﬁnd new energy
with which to approach the development of a biblical foundation. The
great object of education does not end
in graduation from college or graduate
studies. as students and faculty
engage these themes in their formal
studies, they lay the groundwork for a
lifetime of learning experiences rooted
in scripture. ✐
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Psalm 8:3-6; 1 corinthians 3:9; 2 corinthians
3:18; 5:17; ephesians 2:10; colossians 3:10; 1
Timothy 4:4.
19. ellen G. White, Education (Mountain
view, calif., 1903), 15, 16.
20. examples of biblical support for this
theme: Jesus Christ and His work: isaiah
53:9; luke 1:35; acts 3:14; 4:27; romans 1:4;
2 corinthians 5:21; 1 Peter 1:18, 19; 2:21, 22;
hebrews 7:26; 1 John 3:5; The character of
God: exodus 15:11; 1 samuel 2:2; Psalm
77:13; 89:18; isaiah 5:16; 43:15; John 17:11;
revelation 15:4; The believer’s conduct:
deuteronomy 28:9; Psalm 15:1-5; 34:14;
Proverbs 9:10; 1 Peter 3:11; 2 Timothy 2:22;
ephesians 1:4; 1 Peter 1:15, 16; 2:21, 22; 2
Peter 3:11.
21. leviticus 20:26; deuteronomy 7:6;
14:2; 26:19.
22. leviticus 18:3; 20:26; numbers 23:9.
23. examples of biblical support for this
theme: Jesus Christ and His work: deuteronomy 4:13; Matthew 22:36-40; John 17:2;
Malachi 3:1; The character of God: deuteronomy 7:9; Psalm 111:9; 119:142; isaiah 54:10;
Jeremiah 32:40; The believer’s conduct:
deuteronomy 6:6; 7:9; Psalm 19:7; Jeremiah
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31:33; 2 corinthians 3:4-6; Galatians 5:14;
hebrew 10:16; revelation 14:12.
24. exodus 20:1-17; deuteronomy 5:1-22.
scripture summaries of the Ten commandments in other places: Psalm 15, isaiah
33:14, 15; 56:1, Micah 6:8; Matthew 5-7;
22:37-40; Mark 10:19, luke 18:20, romans
13:8-10.
25. examples of biblical support for this
theme: Jesus Christ and His work: isaiah
9:6, 7; 53:5; luke 1:79; 2:14; romans 5:1;
ephesians 2:14; colossians 1:20; The character of God: Psalm 35:27; isaiah 54:10; ezekiel
37:26; romans 16:20; 2 corinthians 13:11;
hebrews 13:20; revelation 6:4; The believer’s
conduct: Psalm 29:11; 34:14; Proverbs 16:7;
isaiah 48:18; Jeremiah 29:7; romans 14:17; 2
corinthians 13:11; colossians 3:15; Galatians
5:22; Philippians 4:7; 1 Thessalonians 5:23; 2
Timothy 2:22; 1 Peter 3:11, 14.
26. Psalm 1:1-3; 34:6-10; 85:9-13; 119:1;
romans 8:4; 2 John 1:6.
27. Psalm 34:14; 122:6; isaiah 32:17; romans 6:12-14; 2 corinthians 13:11; Galatians
5:22; Philippians 4:7; 1 Thessalonians 5:23;
2 Timothy 2:22; 1 Peter 3:11.
28. examples of biblical support for this
theme: Jesus Christ and His work: Mark 2:27,
28; The character of God: Genesis 2:3; exodus
20:8-11; deuteronomy 5:12-15; The believer’s
conduct: exodus 20:8-11; 31:13-17; Mark
2:27, 28.
29. examples of biblical support for this
theme: Jesus Christ and His work: Psalm
89:14; isaiah 9:6, 7; Jeremiah 23:5;
Zechariah 9:9; Matthew 12:14-21; The character of God: Genesis 18:25; deuteronomy
10:18; 32:41; Psalm 19:9; 33:5; 89:14;
Proverbs 16:11; isaiah 5:16; The believer’s

conduct: deuteronomy 16:18-20; Psalm 25:9;
82:3, 4; 106:3; Proverbs 2:6-9; 8:20, 21; 21:3;
ecclesiastes 5:8; isaiah 10:1, 2; amos 5:24.
30. examples of biblical support for
this theme: Jesus Christ and His work:
Psalm 89:14; Jeremiah 23:5; 1 corinthians 1:30; romans 1:16, 17; The character of
God: Psalm 7:9; 19:9; 33:5; 145:17; isaiah
5:16; 9:6, 7; romans 3:21-26; 2 Peter 3:13;
The believer’s conduct: Psalm 15:1, 2; 106:3;
ezekiel 45:10; Matthew 6:33; romans 3:2126; 14:17; 2 corinthians 5:21; epesians 6:1217; 2 Timothy 2:22; 1 John 3:10-14.
31. exodus 9:27; deuteronomy 32:3, 4;
Psalm 15; 24; 31:1; 36:10; 37; 40:10; 71:2;
88:10; 89:14; 112; 145:17; isaiah 46:13; 51:58; Jeremiah 9:24; Matthew 5:20; 6:1; luke
1:6; 23:47; John 16:8-10; 1 corinthians 1:30;
1 Peter 3:10-12.
32. examples of biblical support for this
theme: Jesus Christ and His work: 1 Kings
2:4; John 1:14, 17; 14:6; 2 corinthians 13:8;
ephesians 4:21; 1 John 1:6; 2 Peter 2:1-3;
The character of God: exodus 34:6; Psalm
19:9; 57:10; 86:15; 89:14; 111:7, 8; 117:2;
119:142; The believer’s conduct: Psalm 15:1,
2; 51:6; Proverbs 3:3; 23:23; John 16:13;
17:17; Galatians 5:22; 1 John 1:6; 5:20; 3
John 1:8.
33. Genesis 42:16; exodus 18:21; Joshua
24:14; 1 samuel 12:24; 1 Kings 22:16; Proverbs 3:3.
34. Proverbs 20:6. When the prophet
Zechariah predicted the fulﬁllment of all the
hopes and dreams for God’s work of bringing shalom, he described the experience as
truth. see Zechariah 8:3-19.
35. examples of biblical support for this
theme: Jesus Christ and His work: 1 corinthians 1:24, 30; Proverbs 8:22-30; luke 2:40,
52; colossians 2:3; The character of God:

Psalm 104:24; Proverbs 2:6-9; 1 corinthians 1:24; ephesians 3:8-11; The believer’s
conduct: Psalm 19:7; 51:6; Proverbs 3:13;
23:23; Jeremiah 9:23, 24; romans 12:16;
colossians 1:28; revelation 13:18.
36. examples of biblical support for
this theme: Jesus Christ and His work: Psalm
33:5; 89:14; John 1:14; 15:13; romans 8:39;
ephesians 5:2; The character of God: exodus
34:6; deuteronomy 7:9; Psalm 89:14; 86:15;
117:2; 2 corinthians 13:11; 1 John 4:8-10;
The believer’s conduct: Micah 6:8; John
13:35; 1 corinthians 13:13; Galatians 5:14,
22; colossians 3:14; 2 Timothy 2:22; 1 John
3:10-14.
37. Proverbs 3:3; hosea 12:6; Micah 6:8;
Zechariah 7:9.
38. examples of biblical support for this
theme: Jesus Christ and His work: Mark
10:45; romans 3:24; 5:10-11; 8:29; 1 corinthians 1:30; 2 corinthians 5:19; Galatians
3:13; ephesians 1:7; 2:16; 3:8-11; colossians
1:20; 1 Peter 1:18-21; hebrews 9:12. The
character of God: Job 19:25; Psalm 7:10;
18:2; 34:18; 111:9; 79:9; isaiah 45:15; 48:17;
Jeremiah 50:34; habakkuk 3:18; ephesians
1:13, 14; Titus 3:4, 5; The believer’s conduct:
isaiah 1:27; acts 4:12; 1 corinthians 6:20; 2
corinthians 5:18-20; ephesians 6:12-17; 1
Peter 1:18-21.
39. exodus 6:6; leviticus 25:48, 49; 2
samuel 4:9; ruth 3:13; Job 6:23; Psalm
25:22; 31:5; 69:18; 72:14; 111:9; 119:154;
130:3; lamentations 3:58; luke 1:68; romans 3:24; Galatians 4:5; Titus 2:14.
40. romans 8:19-22.
41. White, Education, 125.
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A Biblical
Foundation
Course Design
Model That
Works:
Teaching Millennials in
Higher Education

illennial students1 have different characteristics
than previous generations,2 and those coming to
adventist institutions of higher learning are compelling the institutions to change. Based on conversations with a cross-section of seventh-day adventist students attending the denomination’s colleges and
universities, the authors learned that these millennials are looking to be engaged, and they want our adventist biblical worldview to be prevalent throughout all their courses. When they
graduate, adventist millennials want to be ready to meet the
world head on, with their biblical worldview developed. They,
like other millennials, want to come away with an understanding of how the scriptures apply to their vocation and calling.3
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Establishing a Biblical Worldview
establishing a biblical worldview in all courses is of utmost
importance in adventist institutions of higher education, especially when everyone has access to the wealth of information found on the internet today. for example, many top-tier
universities offer Massive open online courses (Moocs) for
free,4 allowing individuals to earn certiﬁcates of mastery and
completion that can be used to document personal and professional growth. courses taken at adventist colleges and universities, whether online or in a physical classroom, need to
be different from what students can ﬁnd online. courses
should be designed to provide students with a uniquely adventist perspective, structured on a biblical foundation.

and

ELAINE

D. PLEMONS
http://jae.adventist.org

Joshua gave the israelites a clear choice similar to the choice
professors are given: “choose you this day whom ye will serve;
whether the gods which your fathers served that were on the
other side of the ﬂood” (i.e., a traditional approach, teaching
the way we were taught), “or the gods of the amorites, in
whose land ye dwell:” (i.e., a contemporary approach, teaching
the way things are taught in other institutions) “but as for me
and my house” (classroom), “we will serve the lord”5 (i.e., follow the divine plan for education built on the foundation of
scripture, committed to service, with a view of eternity).
The importance of this choice is highlighted in the book Total
Truth. author nancy Pearcey warns professors about what happens when one hasn’t developed a biblical approach for delivering the course content:
“The danger is that if christians don’t consciously develop a
Biblical approach to the (academic) subject, then we will unconsciously absorb some other philosophical approach. a set of ideas
for interpreting the world is like a philosophical toolbox, stuffed
with terms and concepts. if christians do not develop their own
tools of analysis, then when some issue comes up that they want
to understand, they’ll reach over and borrow someone else’s
tools—whatever concepts are generally accepted in their professional ﬁeld or in the culture at large. . . . ‘The tools shape the user.’”6
an extensive search of the literature provided no course design model with a biblical foundation and an adventist perspective for use within adventist institutions of higher education.
Therefore, the authors chose to develop a model, based on respected research-based techniques, beginning with a clearly
identiﬁed biblical concept as its foundation. The next section
describes seven steps for designing a course using the Biblical
foundation course design Model created by the authors.

Steps to the Biblical Foundation Course Design Model
Step 1: Create a Course Concept Map. The professor
should begin the process by “beginning with the end in
mind”7 through speciﬁc reﬂection on the following questions:
“What is the essential overarching concept of my course?”
“how is this concept a truth about God?” and “What Biblical
examples (Bes) of this concept can be shared meaningfully
throughout this course?” The answers to these questions are
used to begin the development of the Biblical foundation
course concept Map (BfccM), a visual representation of the
course’s biblical foundation and its connection to course content. The map streamlines the professor’s thinking and outlines the biblical course concept and its connection to Bes,
the academic knowledge and processes of the course, along
with assessments that will be used to measure the student’s
grasp of the content. Because the BfccM is a visual representation of all essential elements of the course design, it becomes an important part of the course syllabus.
To start creating the Biblical foundation course concept
Map, the professor identiﬁes two to three biblical concepts
that could represent the essence of the course. see Table 1 for
a partial list of biblical concepts that were collected by professors. next, the professor should spend time in Bible study,
prayer, and reﬂection on the identiﬁed biblical concepts, asking God to help determine which one biblical concept will
best represent the truth of God within the content knowledge
of his or her course.
The professor continues the process by writing the defining
sentence using the selected biblical course concept word and
describing its connection to the course’s academic content in
one sentence. for example, linda crumley, professor of

Table 1. Biblical Course Concepts
Biblical Course Concepts Identified by Professors
Abundance
Acceptance
Accountability
Adaptation
Adjustment
Alignment
Ambition
Appreciation
Balance
Beauty
Belonging
Brotherhood
Caring
Change
Character
Choice
Circle of Life
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Commitment
Communication
Compassion
Connection
Cooperation
Coping
Courage
Creativity
Culture
Death/Dying
Democracy
Dependency
Design
Desire
Discovery
Diversity
Emotions

Empowerment
Environments
Equality
Eternity
Ethics
Excellence
Experience
Fairness
Faith
Family
Feelings
Forgiveness
Free Will
Freedom
Friendship
Fulfillment
Grace

Gratitude
Growth
Harmony
Heroism
Hierarchy
Honor
Hope
Humor
Identity
Individuality
Intentionality
Interaction
Interdependence
Justice
Knowledge
Leadership
Liberty

Living
Love
Loyalty
Morals
Nationalism
Nature
Order
Organization
Overcoming
Patterns
Peace
Perspective
Power
Reality
Rebellion
Rebirth
Reconstruction

Redemption
Reflection
Relationships
Renewal
Restoration
Rhythm
Self-Awareness
Self-Worth
Strength
Systems
Tradition
Transformation
Trust
Truth
Unity
Values
Will
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coMM 397: communication research at southern adventist
university in collegedale, Tennessee,8 identiﬁed “discovery”
as the biblical course concept because she identiﬁed the biblical basis for her course as follows: “God reveals many things
to us.” dr. crumley then wrote her deﬁning sentence:
“Through Discovery we seek to discover what God wants to
reveal,” from deuteronomy 29:29.
she placed the biblical course concept and the deﬁning
sentence in a green diamond shape in the center of the Biblical foundation course concept Map. figure 1 shows the beginning of the course concept Map for coMM 397: communication research.

additional or different Bes.)
The Biblical foundation course design Model, like stage
1 of McTighe and Wiggins’ popular understanding by design
Model,9 emphasizes the identiﬁcation of the desired end results for the course content knowledge. The professor does
this by determining what declarative (dK) and procedural
knowledge (PK) students need to know to demonstrate understanding of the course content. These dKs and PKs will
answer the question, “five years after taking this course, what
should students know and be able to do?” some professors
will add state of attitudes and values, in addition to the dKs
and PKs. dr. crumley identiﬁed three dK statements and three
PK statements for her course. on her Biblical foundation
course concept Map, she placed each dK in an orange rectangle and each PK in a blue hexagon and added them to the
map. Most professors do not have an identical number of dKs
and PKs. however, the professor should limit the total number
of combined dKs and PKs to no more than eight well-structured statements to ensure clear alignment to the learning outcomes.
The professor now reviews the Bes already identiﬁed
and determines which one(s) connect best with each dK
or PK. The Bes are usually placed on the Biblical foundation course concept Map close to the dK or PK where they
best connect, and an arrow is drawn connecting them. figure 3 shows the Biblical foundation course concept Map
with the dKs and PKs added for coMM 397.
finally, to complete the BfccM, the professor determines
what kinds of assessments best measure student understand-

Figure 1.
Biblical Course Concepts and Defining Sentence for COMM
397: Communication Research

DISCOVERY:
We seek to
discover what God
wants to reveal

next, the professor identiﬁes Biblical examples (Bes),
which include biblical teachings and speciﬁc Bible stories,
with the reference texts, that relate to the biblical course concept and deﬁning sentence.
dr. crumley identiﬁed six Bes for her
Figure 2.
course:
Biblical Examples Tied to Biblical Course Concept for COMM 397:
1. deuteronomy 29:29—God reveals
Communication Research
what he wants us to know.
2. isaiah 28:23-29—choose the right
method for the job.
God reveals
Choose
3. isaiah 48:6—Be open to something
what He wants
the right method
us to know:
new.
for the job:
Deuteronomy
4. 1 corinthians 14:40—let all things
Isaiah 28:23-29
29:29
be done decently and in order.
5. nehemiah 8:8—Translate to understand.
6. numbers 1—Take a census (a procedural format).
The professor placed each of the Bes
in a separate purple circle and connected, with arrows, the biblical course
concept to each of the Bes on the
course concept Map. figure 2 shows
the Bes added to the Biblical foundation
course concept Map for coMM 397.
(note that, should this course be taught
by other professors, they may see the
purpose of the course differently and
ﬁnd a different biblical concept and/or

Take a census:
Numbers 1
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Translate
to understand:
Nehemiah 8:8

DISCOVERY:
We seek to
discover what God
wants to reveal

Be open to
something new:
Isaiah 48:6

Let all things
be done decently
and in order:
1 Corinthians
14:40
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Figure 3.
DKs and PKs Added to Course Concept Map for
COMM 397: Communication Research
Various
research
methods

Select the
appropriate method
for research

God reveals
what He wants
us to know:
Deuteronomy
29:29

Basic
concepts
in the language
of social science
research

Take a census:
Numbers 1

Choose
the right method
for the job:
Isaiah 28:23-29

DISCOVERY:
We seek to
discover what God
wants to reveal

Translate
to understand:
Nehemiah 8:8

Interpret
scholarly
literature

ing of each dK and PK. for millennials, real-world activities
or projects should be used whenever possible. The professor
places the assessments in red rectangles and connects each
to the appropriate dK or PK.
in coMM 397, dr. crumley chose to use Tool Presentations such as Prezi or Keynote for icloud, literature reviews,
study Guides, annotated references, choral readings, and
a Group Project, along with tests, as the assessments for her
course. she did not rely solely on quizzes and tests, which
are low-level assessments, and should not be the only type
of assessment used. (it is important to note that in step 5 of
the Biblical foundation course design Model, the professor
will write an expanded assessment Plan [aP] that will incorporate more information for the assessment activities
identiﬁed here.)
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Be open to
something new:
Isaiah 48:6

Conduct a
complete literature
review

Let all things
be done decently
and in order:
1 Corinthians
14:40

Generate a
complete
quantitative
research study

The completed Biblical foundation course concept Map
for coMM 397 (see next page) shows the biblical course concept and the deﬁning sentence connected to the Bes, the Bes
connected to the dKs and PKs, and the dKs and PKs connected to their corresponding assessments.
Step 2: Write the Learning Outcomes (los). los describe in sentence form what students will be able to demonstrate in terms of knowledge and procedures upon ﬁnishing
the course. The los build on the dKs and PKs identiﬁed in
the concept Map of step one and are designed to intentionally show the progression of the learning process to move
students toward higher-order thinking as represented by the
revised Bloom’s Taxonomy.10 The los will be recorded in
the course syllabus so students understand what will be ex-
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Figure 4.
Biblical Foundation Course Concept Map for
COMM 397: Communication Research
Literature Review
Group
Projects

Tool
Presentations

Various
research
methods

Select the
appropriate
Method
for research
Choose
the right method
for the job:
Isaiah
28:23-29

God reveals
what He wants
us to know:
Deuteronomy
29:29

Quizzes
Study Guides

Basic
concepts in the
language of
social science
research

DISCOVERY:
We seek to
discover what God
wants to reveal

Take a census:
Numbers 1

Be open to
something new:
Isaiah 48:6

Key
Course
Concept

Critical Readings
Advanced
Preferences

BEs

PKs

pected of them as they complete the course.
The professor should write one learning objective for each
dK and PK. When writing the los, the professor must remember to focus on student learning and state the los in
clear, measurable, and observable terms. vague words such
as understand, know, and become familiar with are difﬁcult
to measure and should be avoided. instead, instructors should
choose action verbs from the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy,
such as perform, identify, describe, explain, and demonstrate.11
foundational courses, or General education courses, will use
more verbs from the lower levels of the taxonomy—remember, understand, apply—while upper-division and graduate
courses will draw more from the higher levels—analyze, evaluate, create.
Table 2 shows the los for coMM 397. remember, there
is a one-to-one correlation between each outcome and a dK
or PK; and each lo should begin with an active verb from
the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy. los should be listed after
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Literature Review
Annotated
References

Let all things
be done decently
and in order:
1 Corinthians
14:40

Translate
to understand:
Nehemiah 8:8

Interpret
scholarly
literature

Conduct a
complete
literature
review

DKs

Assessments

Generate
a complete
quantitative
research
study

Group
Project

Table 2. Learning Outcomes for COMM 397: Communication
Research
Upon successful completion of this course, the student will
be able to:
1. Define the basic concepts in the language of social science
research. (Remember)
2. Interpret scholarly literature. (Understand)
3. Examine various research methods/tools. (Analyze)
4. Conduct a complete literature review. (Evaluate)
5. Apply the appropriate method for your research study. (Apply)
6. Generate a complete quantitative research study. (Create)
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the sentence stem, “upon successful completion of this
course, the student will be able to . . . .” The taxonomy category is listed in parenthesis after the lo.
Step 3: Select Active Teaching and Learning Activities. active Teaching and learning activities (T/las) feature a wide range of strategies but with the commonality
of “involving students in doing things and thinking about
the things they are doing,” according to Bonwell and
eison’s research.12 active T/las should be identiﬁed and
used to engage students—a speciﬁc need of millennial students.13 Professors must identify the signiﬁcant dKs and
PKs of the content and develop activities that present opportunities for students to apply the thinking skills used
by professionals in the discipline. These active teaching
and learning activities replace lecturing for the entire class
period; and many research studies indicate they lead to
greater academic achievement among all adult learners, including millennials.
The major characteristics associated with active learning,
as deﬁned by researchers, include the following: increased
student motivation, especially for adult learners; reciprocal
feedback between student and professor; and student involvement in higher-order thinking (analyzing, evaluating,
and creating).The professor should plan to introduce each
learning objective by incorporating several active teaching
and learning techniques in his or her daily plans.
active learning techniques range from simple (i.e. periodic
pauses, minute paper,14 or think-pair-share15) to complex (i.e.,
simulation, problem-based learning, and/or service learning),
which involve more preparation and classroom time. detailed
strategies and more information on the beneﬁts of active
teaching and learning techniques can be found by visiting the
following links:
• http://cei.umn.edu/support-services/making-activelearning-work.16
• http://www.fctl.ucf.edu/Teachingandlearningre
sources/coursedesign/assessment/content/101_Tips.pdf.17
active T/las release both the professor and the student
from covering every page in a textbook and move the textbook
to its rightful place in the course—a resource. These activities
also allow professors time to bring in the biblical connections
and adventist beliefs identiﬁed in the ﬁrst step of this course
design Model. students need to see the connections between
the biblical course concept, Bes, and the dKs and PKs and
the class activities and assignments.
Step 4: Plan for Feedback. designing a feedback Plan (fP)
is the fourth step in the Biblical foundation course design
Model, which should become part of the course syllabus. The
fP has two parts: ﬁrst, it outlines how the professor will ask
for feedback from the students; and second, how the professor
will give feedback to the students. Without a feedback Plan,
most assignments are often seen as busy work by students.
The absence of prompt, useful feedback reduces interest in
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learning. When professors provide prompt feedback to the students, followed by a discussion of incorrect responses, they
are implementing one of the most powerful predictors of positive student outcomes. research on the study of the human
brain indicates that humans are biologically wired to seek and
use feedback.18
The professor should provide student feedback within 24
to 48 hours19 to intentionally “close the assessment loop” for
most assignments. ideally, this closure allows students to utilize the professor’s input to improve their learning in subsequent class activities and assignments.20 for major assignments that require more time, professors should state the
expected return date in the syllabus and remind the students
of this when the assignment is collected.
feedback from students is often overlooked by professors.
one quick technique, The Minute Paper,21 can be used by professors to obtain student feedback. The professor asks students to write in class for one minute and answer one question similar to this: “What was the most important thing you
learned during this class?” “What important question remains
unanswered?” or “Give an example that relates to the topic
of the day.”
Step 5: Plan for Assessment. The assessment Plan (aP)
itself should be approached in a way that reﬂects a biblical
worldview. evaluation has a spiritual signiﬁcance, as we are
reminded in deuteronomy, “The lord your God is testing
you.”22 The primary purpose of evaluation is for students to
know how to discard error and retain truth, “But test them
all; hold on to what is good.”23 Professors, too, must keep in
mind that they themselves will be judged by the manner in
which they evaluate, “for in the same way you judge others,
you will be judged, and with the measure you use, it will be
measured to you.”24
in order for professors to make assessment a valuable
learning tool, learners need to know, upfront, what to expect
and when to expect it. They also desire options; variety in
assessment options that target different learning styles is appreciated by millennial learners because it presents a more
accurate representation of the learning taking place. Therefore, a formal aP should be written and placed in the syllabus outlining what types of assessment, including formative and summative, will be part of the course; when will
the assessments take place; and how the assessments will
be evaluated. The aP should also include rubrics or checklists for all major assignments and the grading scale that
will be used in the course.
Step 6: Check for Alignment. an important element of
the Biblical foundation course design Model is alignment.
all components of the model should be checked to make sure
they align with one another. The professor should remember
the following:
• The course’s biblical foundation of faith and learning
should be represented by the biblical course concept and
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deﬁning sentence, which should be naturally connected
through the biblical examples (Bes) to a declarative knowledge (dK) and/or procedural knowledge (PK).
• There should be at least one assignment, active teaching
and learning activities (T/la), and assessment for every
learning outcome (lo).
• critical los need to be revisited often throughout the semester and may need several assignments, active T/las, and
assessments.
• every T/la should align to a dK or PK; and every dK and
PK should align to a lo; and every lo should be assessed.
Step 7: Prepare a Detailed Syllabus. finally, in culmination of the newly designed course, the professor produces a
detailed syllabus that reﬂects both the requirements of the
college or university and keeps in mind the preferences of all
students.25 Professors should do the following:
• Write a paragraph describing the biblical foundation connection to the course content knowledge.
• include the newly designed elements illustrating the
course’s biblical foundation, such as the Biblical foundation
course concept Map, los, and the fP and aP, which includes
assignment options and the course calendar.
• list the ways students should contact them, if needed,
outside of class time including regular and electronic “ofﬁce
hours.”
• Give hours and contact information for additional help
possibilities such as the iT/is or learning Management system help desk(s), library resources, research and writing center help, and/or tutors and lab assistants, etc.
• Provide copies of required policies from the institution
such as those relating to (1) students with disabilities, and
(2) academic honesty (plagiarism).
• Make sure directions for completing all the assignments
listed in the course calendar are described in detail, and
rubrics or checklists are provided for major assignments.
for additional information on each step, see: http://www.
southern.edu/administration/cte/docs/Biblical_foundations_
course_design_steps.pdf.

Conclusion
Generational differences will continue throughout time.
Therefore, higher education must also change to meet the
speciﬁc needs of each group enrolled in the institution. in
developing the Biblical foundation course design Model,
the authors felt convinced that all professors would be able
to teach from a uniquely adventist biblical foundation, as
well as meet the distinctive needs of the millennial generation. under this model, every course taught at a seventhday adventist institution of higher education will differ signiﬁcantly from similar courses taught at secular or other
christian institutions. furthermore, when this model is followed, professors will be better prepared to lead students
into a deeper understanding of a faith-based biblical worldview and educate students to think biblically rather than
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humanistically. The ﬁnal outcome should produce students
who are capable of incorporating the adventist biblical
worldview into real-world occupational settings, and who
are better able to make a difference for him through their
calling and vocation. ✐

This article has been peer reviewed.
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Teaching Biology in the

LIGHTOFCREATION
iology, the study of life and of
living organisms, is one of the
most exciting subjects in the
sciences. here, among other
things, the student learns how cells
and organisms function on the molecular, cellular, and ecological levels of
organization. This knowledge is foundational for all health sciences and for
nutrition.
however, biology taught in secular
settings has become “evolution in action,” the epicenter of materialism,
which posits that “physical matter is the
only reality and all beings, processes
and phenomena can be explained as
manifestations of matter.”1 it is now the
orthodox tenet of biology that evolution
is the engine that propels the emergence
of new species. The title of the famous
article by Theodosius dobzhansky,
“nothing in Biology Makes sense, except in the light of evolution,”2 has
been repeated so many times that it has

B

become dogma for biology teachers.
standard biology textbooks use such
logic to explain the existence and functioning of organisms. Predictably, biology teachers in adventist schools are
challenged to present their subject from
the creationist perspective.
fortunately, creationist biology
teachers deal with the vast ocean of biological phenomena, which handily support the biblical account of origins. This
article ﬁrst points out nine such facts in
an attempt to stimulate each teacher to
develop his or her store of creationfriendly lessons. ideally, the student will
learn that “nothing in Biology Makes
sense, except in the light of creation.”3
The second part of this article describes the writer’s journey toward a reformulation of creationism in response
to the thought-provoking comments on
the topic by the spirit of Prophecy. an
invitation is extended to colleagues to
consider a new term, “superintended
creationism,” which confesses an absolute requirement for the created
world of God’s sustaining power.
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Topics Supported by Creationist
Interpretations
from the vast array of subject matter in biology or biochemistry, nine
topics are selected that easily lend
themselves to creationist interpretation:
1. No living thing can survive by itself. organisms in the ecosystem depend on other living entities for survival. figure 1 highlights some of the
interdependence of all organisms. humans and animals breathe oxygen produced by plants through photosynthesis. Plants, on the other hand, require
nitrogen for their growth, which they
receive with the help of special nitrogen-ﬁxing microorganisms. Plants and
microorganisms also require carbon
dioxide, the product of aerobic respiration of a variety of organisms, including
plants at night. even the most selfreliant photosynthetic, nitrogen-ﬁxing,
and autolithotrophic microorganisms
depend on a source for atmospheric
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carbon dioxide.4 While photosynthesis
is not the only source of oxygen, as
photolysis of nitrous oxide and water in
the upper atmosphere by ultraviolet
light also yields oxygen, and some atmospheric carbon dioxide also comes
from volcanic outgassing, respiration
and photosynthesis are by orders of
magnitude, the most important atmospheric sources of oxygen and carbon
dioxide.5 figure 1 also points to (intestinal) microorganisms in producing vitamins for our use.6
2. The biodegradability of all naturally made organic substances. Biologists are not aware of any naturally
occurring organic substance that is not
metabolizable. if naturally made organic substances were not biodegrad-

able, there would be large deposits of
unusable organic matter everywhere,
cluttering up nature and eventually
causing severe shortages of the all-important carbon. one of the largest oil
spills in history, occurring in april of
2010 in the Gulf of Mexico,7 leaked an
estimated 210 million gallons of crude
oil and resulted in a catastrophic environmental disaster. its negative impact
is still felt in the region. one consequence of this event, however, was a
dramatic increase of the levels of
aquatic microorganisms that metabolize oil and gas.8 The creator made
provisions even for this manmade catastrophe. he does not tolerate waste.
however, when humans pollute the
environment with manmade, non-

Figure 1. Interdependence of Organisms in the Biosphere
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biodegradable objects, we undermine
and counteract his design.
3. Enzymes catalyze essentially
every chemical reaction in living matter. Many substances in living matter
have the potential of chemically interacting with one another, yielding compounds that would be useless or even
toxic. such interactions could undermine live processes. enzymes speed
up biologically useful chemical reactions by orders of magnitude over
spontaneous, random chemical events
in cells ensuring orderly metabolism.
Thus, substances in living matter are
ushered along predetermined metabolic pathways as they accomplish
growth, movement, metabolism, and
replication. in the study of metabolism
we see how the creator optimizes the
workings of living matter.
4. The universal existence of
turnover of matter in organisms.
Biodegradative pathways are in complete synchrony with biosynthetic pathways. if either system is out of balance,
the organism perishes. even though
cells expend considerable energy to
build protein molecules, we now know
that proteins are periodically degraded.
for example, hemoglobin, the oxygencarrying protein of blood cells, is degraded in about 120 days. scientists
eventually came to understand the important reason for the turnover of proteins. during normal metabolism, protein molecules become damaged by
their interaction with free radicals of
oxygen, rendering them ineffective and
even toxic. Turnover ensures that there
are no worn-out, oxidatively damaged
components in living matter. everything is “factory fresh.”9
5. The existence of apoptosis, the
programmed self-destruction of entire
cells, in order to promote the orderly
development of tissues in plants and
animals, as well as to preserve the
health of the tissues. Just as worn-out
molecules are degraded, old cells from
the tissue are also degraded. in the
course of seven to 10 years, every cell
in our bodies, except for the brain
cells, is replaced. imagine the dire
consequences of a failure of control-
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ecause of the great abundance of
ling apoptosis or trying to establish it
by trial and error.
6. The existence of topoisomerase
II enzymes, which, during replication,
cut both strands of dna while holding
onto the strands. during replication,
it is necessary to separate the two
strands of the genetic material. But at
the replicating fork, the point of strand
separation, there is a tightening of the
yet unseparated strands of dna. Without the cutting of dna strands to relieve the tension, dna replication
would come to a halt. When the topoisomerase ii enzyme cuts both strands
of the dna temporarily, all that stands
between life and death of the cell is
the tight grip of the enzyme on each
dna strand. Thus, at every replication
cycle, the cell is pushed to the edge of
death. imagine the difﬁculty of such
an enzyme coming into existence by
trial and error.
7. The mechanism of the peptidyl
transferase reaction on ribosomes,
which creates the peptide bonds of
proteins, is identical (in the reverse direction) to that of the protein-degrading enzyme chymotrypsin. ribosomes
are the sites of protein synthesis in
cells. They are large sub-cellular complexes, composed of several molecules
of ribonucleic acid and more than 50
proteins. for many years, scientists
did not know which of the more than
50 proteins of the bacterial ribosome
catalyzed the formation of peptide
bonds.10 Then, after the three-dimensional structures of ribosomes were
determined, it was discovered that the
ribosome’s catalytic center is not on
any of its proteins but at a special location on one or more of its ribonucleic acid segments.11 The process of
peptide bond formation turned out to
be identical to the exact reverse of the
way peptide bonds are broken up.12
The surprising thing is that in ribosomes, nucleotide bases are doing the
same work as amino acid residues of
the protein chymotrypsin.
This illustrates the elegance of the

B

living forms, the reality of existence in a
biosphere among millions of different
organisms is frequently taken for

granted. The level of sophistication in the design and functioning required even for the
simplest of organisms, bacteria, is seldom appreciated. Our considerable knowledge of
biology and technical capacities are inadequate to manufacture a live bacterium.
Nor can we restore to life a dead cell. The
great advances in life sciences are all about
discovering how everything works. Students deserve to be taught that the very existence of life is incontrovertible evidence of
the Creator’s existence.

creator’s genius of solving biochemical problems. in this instance, the formation (and degradation) of peptide
links are catalyzed by selected aminoacid residues in the enzyme chymotrypsin and by purine and pyrimidine
residues in ribosomes.
8. The absolute avoidance of equilibrium in the hundreds to thousands
of chemical reactions in living matter,
in spite of the fact that every reaction
is pushed vigorously toward equilibrium by an enzyme. every chemical
reaction has a beginning, a middle,
and an end. all isolated (or closed)
chemical reactions reach a state of
equilibrium, where no further net
chemical change happens. life, on the
other hand, depends on continuous
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chemical changes in cells. in living
matter, most chemical reactions participate in metabolic pathways where reactions are in open systems, where
there is a steady supply of reactants
and removal of products. if, for whatever reason, this stops, and chemical
reactions reach their equilibria, the
cell dies.
The le chatelier’s Principle in
chemistry states that once a chemical
reaction reaches its equilibrium, it will
not revert to a non-equilibrium state
spontaneously. chemical evolutionary
scenarios all postulate that life happened spontaneously by the step-wise
development of enzymes (protein or
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rna molecules), which promote single chemical steps. Therefore, even if
all of these postulates were true, they
would only result in a collection of
isolated chemical reactions, all in
states of equilibria.
in order to form living cells, all of
the chemical reactions in cells would
have to be present simultaneously,
linked in states of non-equilibria; however, the le chatelier’s principle forbids the spontaneous conversion of
chemical reactions from states of equilibria to states on non-equilibria.
Therefore, all claims that suggest a
spontaneous emergence of a living cell
under any conditions are an impossibility!
9. We cannot reverse death or create life in the laboratory. Because of
the great abundance of living forms,
the reality of existence in a biosphere
among millions of different organisms
is frequently taken for granted. The
level of sophistication in the design
and functioning required even for the
simplest of organisms, bacteria, is seldom appreciated. our considerable
knowledge of biology and technical
capacities are inadequate to manufacture a live bacterium. nor can we restore to life a dead cell. The great advances in life sciences are all about
discovering how everything works.
students deserve to be taught that the
very existence of life is incontrovertible evidence of the creator’s existence.

A Personal Journey
in my 37 years of teaching chemistry, biochemistry, and microbiology
in the adventist school system, i emphasized God’s creatorship, giving the
lord full credit for designing and implementing all of biology. i thought
that this was the needed counterweight to the prevailing evolutionary
concepts that were in vogue at that
time. i did not realize the unstated implication of my logic, namely: God created this world and the biosphere as
an extremely complicated and efﬁcient
machine, which once started, operates
on its own. aside from origins, i was
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teaching a materialistic version of
creationism. With regard to how
things worked in biology, there was
little difference between a materialist
and me. i was aware of statements by
ellen G. White, such as this:
“it is supposed that matter is
placed in certain relations and left to
act from ﬁxed laws with which God
himself cannot interfere; that nature is
endowed with certain properties and
placed subject to laws, and is then left
to itself to obey these laws and perform the work originally commanded.
This is false science; there is nothing
in the word of God to sustain it. God
does not annul his laws but he is continually working through them, using
them as his instruments. They are not
self-working. God is perpetually at
work in nature. . . . it is not by an
original power inherent in nature that
year by year the earth yields its bounties and continues its march around
the sun. . . . it is by his power that
vegetation is caused to ﬂourish, that
every leaf appears and every ﬂower
blooms. . . . in God we live and move
and have our being.”13
Yet, i did not know what to do
with the notion of the lord being continually involved with the routine operation of nature. in an essay published in 2000, i wrote:
“These and other similar passages
in the writings of ellen White suggest
the lord’s intimate engagement in the
operation of our world. But science
and scientists, including this writer,
are clueless to deal with such a concept. To us matter behaves in a perfectly predictable manner, obeying the
fundamental laws of gravity, attractions between positive and negative
charges, etc. chemical properties of
each element depend on the conﬁguration of its valence electrons. Biochemical properties of living matter
are understood, based on the characteristics of proteins, nucleic acids, carbohydrates and lipids.

“While it may be suggested that the
lord works precisely through these
and other laws of nature, it is an unsatisfactory solution, because it is not
testable.
“Moreover, it renders the lord directly responsible for every undesirable physical event in the world. if the
lord directly pushes atoms and molecules around, then he would surely
stop doing it when it comes to an explosion by a suicide bomber!
“accepting the creatorship of the
lord does imply that all matter proceeded from him, and that the lord is
aware of every atom in the universe.
But it does not necessarily follow that
the lord micro manages the universe
through actively superintending every
chemical change. i am more comfortable letting the mystery of the nature
of the lord’s involvement with our
world linger until we enroll in a university on the earth made new.”14
as creation scientists, we should be
less smug about our understanding of
the relationship between the creator
and his creation. in the past several
years, little has been done to advance
this topic; yet, it continues to be one
for which many science teachers (and
presumably students and even their
parents) struggle to ﬁnd answers.
What if the lord’s involvement in nature is much more robust than previously imagined? What if all the laws
of physics, chemistry, and biochemistry, which govern the behavior of
matter, were dependent on the continual expression of the creator’s power?
in this paradigm, the creator would
not be micromanaging every chemical
transformation in nature; rather, his
power would be required for the continual existence of subatomic particles,
for the phenomenon of gravity, magnetic forces, positive and negative
charges, etc.
This view of reality afﬁrms that
nothing in the created universe is truly
independent of the creator. all created
entities, animate and inanimate, owe
their origins and continued existence,
nanosecond by nanosecond, to maintenance by the creator. his power un-
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derwrites all of the known laws that
science has identiﬁed. in my opinion,
the lord does not micromanage all
chemical reactions in nature. rather,
his power expressed continuously is
an absolute requirement for the machinery of life to function. The creator
and his creation are separate entities,
but nothing exists without being sustained by the creator, as described in
hebrews 1:1-3. The most graphic
biblical text in support of the creator’s
intimate sustaining power comes
from an unlikely source, one of Job’s
“friends”: “‘if it were his intention and
he withdrew his spirit and breath, all
humanity would perish together and
mankind would return to dust’”
(niv).15

destructive ways. This fact alone ensures that current conditions will not
last indeﬁnitely. The tide of evil washing over the world must pain the lord
greatly.
The many-faceted implications of
superintended creationism remain to
be identiﬁed. The immediate task for
christian teachers of biology is to
teach their students not to view
ecosystems, organisms, cells, or enzymes onlY as highly sophisticated
machines (which they are), but rather
as precious expressions of the creator’s sustaining love. ✐

Superintended Creationism
i am suggesting that we call this
concept superintended creationism
to emphasize the creator’s continued
sustenance of creation. it removes the
possibility that matter on its own
would organize itself into planets,
stars, and galaxies in space. it negates
the chemical evolutionary doctrine
that life arose spontaneously on a hypothetical primordial earth and eliminates any notion of the evolutionary
“tree of life,” which purports to show
the evolutionary linkages of all organisms.
superintended creationism moves
the doctrine of creation from the past
to the present, in that we continually
are mindful of the creator’s sustaining
power in our lives. sabbath keeping is
not just about the past, but also about
the present and the future. We are safe
from destruction in the hands of our
caring creator!
To be sure, the lord “causes his
sun to rise on the evil and the good,
and sends rain on the righteous and
the unrighteous” (niv).16 God underwrites the existence of evil with the
hope that some will turn from their
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Flexible and
Alternative
Seating in
Classrooms
uch about schooling has
changed since the 1800s.
The curricula, seating
conﬁgurations, and
discipline methods have
changed; and so have books, technology, and many other resources.
unfortunately, one thing has not
changed: the amount of time young
students are required to sit in the
same chair.
Just imagine, during the school
year, being seated for about seven
hours on a hard chair every single day.
imagine being 7 years old and being
told to remain seated and still while
doing your work! While for generations students have been expected to
do this, current research in the areas
of movement and learning shows that
children need and deserve ﬂexible and
alternative seating in an environment
where they spend almost the whole
day ﬁve days a week.
recent reports on the dangers of
sitting for long periods of time1 com-
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bined with readings from Counsels to
Parents, Teachers, and Students about
the need to preserve mental strength
and exercise all organs while studying2
led me to consider how i might integrate ﬂexible seating options for my
students. i truly believe that in educating young people, teachers need to
combine physical and mental activity.3
so i decided to join the many teachers
globally who are changing the way
children learn at school.
as a teacher, i believe that providing ﬂexible, soft seating alternatives
for children will enable them to move,
release their energy, and feel happier
and more comfortable while doing
their work. now, just imagine that stu-

dents come to school knowing that
they will be learning in a movementfriendly environment. They need and
deserve to feel at home. after all,
school is their second home!

Students Are Sitting Too Much
Too many hours of sitting is
dangerous to children’s health. health
experts and children’s advocates
recommend that teachers and parents
become more aware of how much
time children spend each day in a
seated position. Most students spend
between six and eight hours per day
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sitting in various classrooms. and
some only have a few minutes of
physical activity, such as recess and
physical education, built into their
school curriculum.4 if children and
young adults don’t move often during
the day, their risk for diseases such as
diabetes, obesity, heart disease, and
other metabolic diseases increases.5
Merely exercising at recess or during
physical education does not prevent
the physiological changes that occur
as a result of prolonged sitting.6
visualize a typical classroom. What
are students doing? sitting. James
levine,7 co-director of the Mayo clinic
and the arizona state university obesity initiative and author of the book
Get Up! Why Your Chair Is Killing You
and What You Can Do About It, studies how prolonged sitting affects
health. his research shows several
changes take place in one’s physiology—within the muscles and
cells—after sitting for a long time. he
summarized his ﬁndings by saying:
“inactivity—sitting—is not supposed
to be a way of life.”8

The Solution
The solution seems to be less
sitting and more moving overall. rethinking the classroom environment
and providing ﬂexible and alternative
seating options are ways to address
the problem. Teachers can start by
having students simply stand rather
than sit whenever they have the
chance or think about ways to walk
while they work. The impact of
movement—even leisurely movement—can be profound.9
Movement can boost the learning
process. eric Jensen’s article “Moving
With the Brain in Mind”10 provides a
strong rationale for keeping classrooms active. Brain research also conﬁrms that physical activity—moving,
stretching, and walking—can actually
enhance the learning process. Jensen
protests against the sedentary classroom style and suggests a better way
to spend the long days in our class-
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rooms, not only for students, but also
for teachers. he says, “Teachers need
to engage students in a greater variety
of postures, including walking, lying
down, moving, leaning against a wall
or desk, perching, or even squatting.”11 a slanted desk ensures less fatigue, better concentration, and less
eye strain. students experience less
painful electromyogram activity in the
lower back when they use slanted
work surfaces instead of ﬂat ones.12
Teachers should encourage children
to stand up and move around at least
every hour. a stroll around the classroom can help them retain information13 and better regulate their
moods.14
alternative seating provides students with opportunities to move, yet
remain on task. studies in areas such
as non-exercise activity thermogenesis
(energy expended in activities such as
ﬁdgeting, typing, or anything that
does not include sleeping, eating, or
sports-like activities) demonstrate that
reimagining classroom spaces can provide ways of keeping children moving
and make teacher-student interaction
easier.15
When Kayla delzer decided to renovate her classroom, even before she
purchased a single item, she thought
about why she was taking this step.
she says, “if we truly want to prepare
our students for the real world, we
need to put them in responsive, dynamic environments that reﬂect life
outside of a traditional classroom. and
what’s that life outside like? full of
choices.” delzer remembers “ditching
her desks” to avoid “the cemetery effect.”16 she cleared out tables, her
desk, several chairs, and ﬁle cabinets,
and explored ways to redesign her
classroom. The result was a ﬂexible
seating plan and more open ﬂoor
spaces to accommodate whole- and
small-group instruction; stand-andwork tables; crate seats, stability ball
chairs, core disks, and pillows. her
students now use work bins and supply baskets to store folders, math journals, and other personal items.
in delzer’s classroom, students de-

cide where they will work each day
and can switch places based on their
required tasks. she plans carefully to
ensure sufﬁcient seating options to accommodate her students’ needs. at
the beginning of the year, her students
spend an entire day exploring the various seating choices. after that, she
lets them self-select their seating daily.
she says: “one big note: students
know i always reserve the right to
move them. . . . They know the work
isn’t optional, but choosing where
they work is.”17

What Flexible Seating Looks Like
flexible and alternative seating can
be accomplished in a variety of ways.
Teachers must ensure that the students’ postures and movements do not
impede their learning or that of their
peers. seating options include the following:
• on the ﬂoor (carpeted or tiled);
• on/under a blanket, pillow,
or lap-sized bean bag;
• on a couch or futon;
• on various types of chairs including easy chairs (low and high back),
Papasan chairs, traditional wood
chairs, raised chairs, chairs on wheels
that spin, chairs that feel like they
may tip (but don’t), chairs that are
padded on the seat and/or the back,
stools (with or without back
support), stools that move up and
down, and scoop rocker chairs;
• on large bouncy balls;
• standing; or even
• lying down on their stomachs or
backs!18
Preparing for Implementation
implementing ﬂexible seating
arrangements in classrooms should be
a team effort between teachers and
administrators. Parents should be notiﬁed early that this approach will be
implemented on a given classroom or
schoolwide. This can be done through
letters, newsletters, open houses, or
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Box 1. Helpful Resources
during parent-teacher meetings.19
To ensure that classroom procedures are consistent, teachers should
take time to discuss, establish, and
practice procedures and rules for appropriate classroom movement. for
example, what classroom signals will
be used to minimize noise or off-task
movement? What should students do
if they complete their assignment
early? What are the procedures for rearranging furniture? consistently modeling and engaging students in discussions about classroom procedures will
help to ensure that the ﬂexible seating
arrangement is successful.20
one teacher noted that in a ﬂexible
seating plan, students took fewer unnecessary trips to the bathroom and
water fountains, and readily moved
when they needed to remain focused.
Being able to move away from other
students who may have been distracting or bothering them resulted in a
lower incidence of quarreling and offtask behavior.21 for ﬂexible seating to
produce this type of result, attention
must be given to classroom-management procedures.

Flexible Seating in My Classroom:
Reactions From Parents and Students
after securing support from my
school administration, i began by
communicating with parents through
e-mails and letters that described my
desire to incorporate ﬂexible seating
into my classroom. Their support was
overwhelming. although my students
were unfamiliar with the term “ﬂexible seating,” as i described the
arrangement and the reasons for the
change, they were thrilled. Together,
we started looking at pictures of seating options and brainstorming ideas
for new decorations. We reﬂected
about our sedentary habits and how
ﬂexible seating could help us better
concentrate and relax while doing our
work. My students participated in the
fundraisers for the project, which gave
them a sense of ownership. i also in-

Flexible Seating and Student-centered Classroom Redesign
Kayla Delzer presents several tips for successfully implementing flexible and alternative seating, including ideas for redesigning on a budget,
classroom management, and best practices: http://www.edutopia.org/
blog/flexible-seating-student-centered-classroom-kayla-delzer.
Flexible Classrooms: Providing the Learning Environment That Kids
Need
Administrators from Albemarle County Public Schools (Virginia) describe steps for implementation and how flexible seating helped increase engagement and participation: http://www.edutopia.org/prac
tice/flexible-classrooms-providing-learning-environment-kids-need.
Rethinking the Classroom: Spaces Designed for Active and Engaged
Learning and Teaching
Helpful suggestions for rethinking classroom design at the college
and university level, including implementing flexible and alternative
seating: http://www.hermanmiller.com/research/solution-essays/
rethinking-the-classroom.html.
Design Tips for a Student-centered Classroom
Sarah McKibben’s article in Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development’s Education Update titled “Get Rid of Rows! and
Other Tips for a Student-Centered Classroom” identifies six first steps
for redesigning the classroom: http://www/ascd.org/publications/
newsletters/education_update/jul16/vol58/num07/Get_Rid_of_Rows!
_and_Other_Tips_for_a_Student-Centered_Classroom.aspx.

volved them in the decision-making
and executive-functioning process.

Implementing New Seating
Arrangements
assembling the equipment was a
team effort (my family, students, and
other volunteers). We logged many
hours planning, trying the new equipment, moving things around, improving the appearance of the classroom,
writing thank-you notes to those who
supported our fundraising, doing presentations for visitors, and demonstrating how ﬂexible seating works.
after all the equipment was in
place, we needed to decide how to use
it, so we came up with the plan of rotations. every student had the oppor-
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tunity to claim the same seat twice
every week. They also could choose to
lie on their stomach or their back in
designated areas of the classroom
whenever they felt like it, as long as
that choice was helpful to their school
work. They knew they could choose
where to sit to feel more comfortable
or relaxed, but that the teacher could
change their spots(s) if they became
distracted while doing their work. i
am proud to say that i have trusted my
students, and they have lived up to
my expectations.

Observations About Student Behavior
over the past year, i have observed
that my students in the new seating
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arrangement learned to act responsibly whether working individually or
collectively. They became more aware
of their own learning styles and of the
spot(s) that would guarantee them
deeper concentration, according to the
type of work they had been assigned. i
noticed that my class became quieter
and more focused on their work. They
had the opportunity to become more
relaxed and thus maintained better
focus with the ﬂexible seating arrangement. They didn’t have to move out of
their place as much as they used to,
since they could move in place instead. This helped everybody to better
focus while enjoying more tranquility
in the classroom.
although this project did not directly target student learning, it certainly impacted it. i have observed improved student attitudes toward school,
the classroom environment, belongings
in the classroom, school work, team
spirit, classmates, teamwork, and the
teacher! future plans include studying
the effects of ﬂexible and alternative
seating on learning outcomes.
although the world is changing,
many classrooms remain much the
same. Year after year, students experience the same learning environments.
rethinking how we use classroom
space is one way to help students exercise choice and control over their
own learning. ✐
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Curriculum and Instruction at Andrews
University in Berrien Springs, Michigan.
Visit her blogs for more information,
ideas, and resources for teachers who
are interested in starting a flexible
classroom: https://flexibleseatingin
classrooms.wordpress.com/ and https://
wecelebrate learning.wordpress.com/.
Her e-mail: yjimenez@ilcsda.org.
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